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HIGH COUNCIL NEWS  
by Terry Hoknes 

____________________________ 
 
PLANET OF THE APES TURNS 40  
On February 8th 1968 this amazing new 
film starring Charlton Heston debuted in 
theatres for the first time.  It would go on 
to become one of the biggest movies of 
1968 and would be the starting point of 
a huge legacy and cult following. 
 

 
 
In order to convince the Fox Studio that 
a Planet of the Apes film could really be 
made, the producers shot a brief test 
scene using early versions of the ape 
makeup. Charlton Heston appeared as 
an early version of Taylor (named 
Thomas, as he was in Rod Serling-
penned drafts of the script), Edward G. 
Robinson appeared as Zaius, while 
then-unknown actors James Brolin and 
Linda Harrison played Cornelius and 
Zira. Harrison, who was the mistress of 
the head of the studio at the time, would 
later play Nova in the 1968 film and its 
first sequel, and have a cameo in the 
Tim Burton remake more than 30 years 
later. This test footage is included on 
several DVD releases of the film, as well 
as the documentary Behind the Planet 
of the Apes. Dr. Zaius was originally to 
have been played by Robinson, but he 
backed out due to the heavy make-up, 
and long sessions to apply it, that were 
required. (Robinson later made his final 
film, Soylent Green, opposite his one-
time Ten Commandments co-star 
Heston.) 

 
Shooting began on May 21, 1967, and 
ended on August 10, 1967. Most of the 
first scenes in the film were shot at Lake 
Powell and Glen Canyon Utah, as well 
as near Page, Arizona. The scenes of 
the crew paddling away from their 
crashed ship were shot on Lake Powell. 
The ape village was constructed and 
filmed on the Fox Ranch in Malibu 
Creek State Park, northwest of Los 
Angeles. The concluding beach scenes, 
including the remains of the Statue of 
Liberty, were shot near Point Dume, at 
the south end of Zuma Beach in Malibu 
 
_______________________________ 
 
 
INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL WHITTY 
On the Brand New Original Comic 
Strip Created Special for this issue 
and the 40th anniversary of POTA 
debuting in theatres in 1968 
 
Neil and I were at my place on 
Saturday, having a few drinks and 
watching most of Season 3 of SIX FEET 
UNDER when we got to discussing a 
comic for the 40th Anniversary of Ape 
Chronicles 
Terry wanted something small – one 
page preferably but maybe up to 3 
pages. We had laboured over a plot for 
a 3 pager a few months ago and came 
up with a few ideas. When we thought 
of a conclusive one-pager, we really 
wanted to get the main characters in 
there. 
It occurred to us that probably the best 
way to achieve this would be to use a 
parody. Neil is rather infamous for his 
ability to mirror a style so I suggested 
he use the style of either the MAD or 
CRACKED artists who parodied Planet 
of the Apes years ago. 
I came up with a loose text and (very!) 
roughly drew the second page (except I 
had the Icarus shooting through the 
debris – Neil didn’t like this because it’s 
not from PLANET). 
 
Neil took the script home and a couple 
of days later sent me the final 2 pages. 
It really is something else – opening 
Neil’s work for the first time. Typically, I 
was overwhelmed. 
 
After checking everything over (I usually 
take the pages to work and hang them 
in front of me for a time so I can really 
study them – but we had a deadline), I 
told Neil they were perfect and he sent 
them on to Terry.  Here they debut for 
the first time in this very issue of Ape 
Chronicles #40. 



 

 

"M O U N T A I N   O F    
T H E   D E L P H I " 
 

 
 
NARRATOR:  
It is the year 3885. Two astronauts, Pete 
Burke and Alan Virdon, traveling 
through a time warp in space, find 
themselves stranded on a strange and 
hostile planet, where apes are the hunters 
and humans the hunted. 
 
(SOUND of gun shots) 
 
VIRDON:  
Over here, Pete. Quick! 
 
(SOUND of running) 
 
BURKE:     
Whew! That was close. Where's Galen? 
 
GALEN:      
Right behind you. I'm no more anxious 
to be caught by General Urko's gorillas 
than you are. If there's anything he hates 
more than a human, it's an ape who is 
friendly to humans. 
 
(SOUND of horses galloping away) 
 
VIRDON:    
Hey! Listen. 
 
  
BURKE:     
They're going away. I don't get it! 
 
VIRDON:   
I don't either. They had US trapped. 
 
BURKE:     
With them in front and this mountain at 
our backs, we didn't have a chance. 
 
VIRDON:   
What do you think, Galen? Why did they 
leave?  
 

GALEN:      
I'm not sure. Unless... 
 
BURKE:      
Unless what? 
 
GALEN:       
Unless we have entered one of the 
Forbidden Zones. 
 
VIRDON:    
Forbidden Zones? 
 
GALEN:    
Out of a mixture of fear and superstition, 
our minister of science has designated 
certain areas of the country off limits to 
all apes. 
 
BURKE:     
That's kinda strange, 'cause your Dr. 
Zauis doesn't strike me as being the kind 
to fall for a lot of superstitious bunk. 
 
GALEN:    
Quite right. His major concern is to keep 
apes from learning that there may have 
been human civilizations in ancient 
times equal or perhaps even superior to 
our own. Thus upsetting the theory that 
apes evolved from a lower species of 
primates, the humans. 
 
BURKE:     
How come you don't go along with him? 
 
GALEN:       
I've seen evidence in archaeological 
research that such civilizations did 
indeed exist. Because I have tried to 
make that fact known, I have been 
denounced as a heretic and now I am a 
fugitive along with you. 
 
VIRDON:   
Lucky thing for us, too. We wouldn't be 
alive today if it weren't for you. 
 
BURKE:       
Hey, this sure is a forbidding looking 
place. That mountain rising up out of no 
place, casting it's shadow over the valley 
below. Where are we, Galen? 
 
GALEN:        
I can only guess, but I'd say that... 
 
(SOUND of a rumbling) 
 
VIRDON:     
What's that noise? Sounds like... 

 
BURKE:        
Look out! Those boulders! Coming right 
down at us. Let's get out of here! 
 
(SOUND of an avalanche) 
 
BURKE:       
Wow! An avalanche.  As if we hadn't 
gotten enough trouble dodging General 
Urko and his gorillas. 
 
VIRDON:     
That was no avalanche. 
 
BURKE:        
What do you mean? 
 
VIRDON:      
Look up there.  
 
BURKE:        
Men! Cavemen! Right out of the Stone 
Age. 
 
VIRDON:     
Well I'll be. 
 
GALEN:        
Yes, yes! Just what I thought! But I 
never thought I'd have the good luck to 
see living specimens. 
 
BURKE:        
What are you talking about? 
 
GALEN:         
Those humans. They could be the 
missing link between civilized apes and 
primeval humans. Oh...I'm sorry. I meant 
no offense.  
   
BURKE:         
OK, OK. So what else do you know 
about them? 
 
GALEN:        
They are called the Delphi. And this is 
the very mysterious Mountain of the 
Delphi. 
 
VIRDON:      
Mountain of the Delphi? 
 
GALEN:        
This mountain is an object of both fear 
and reverence to them. It is said they are 
drawn to it as though by a magnet. By a 
subconscious memory of something out 
of their dim past. 
 



 

 

BURKE:       
Sure is strange - looking. Probably of 
volcanic origin or the result of some 
other cataclysmic restructuring of the 
Earth's surface. 
 
GALEN:        
Dwelling in caves in and around the 
base, they never stray far from it. Legend 
speaks of a metallic object at the top, 
which they worship as a god, but dare 
not approach. 
 
BURKE:        
Hey, look! There's one of those caves up 
there where the boulders came from. 
 
VIRDON:     
And there's another. Right there behind 
in the brush, and...uh oh. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Suddenly, Alan, Pete and Galen find 
themselves surrounded by a primitive 
group of humans, staring at them. Silent. 
Impassive.  
 
BURKE:       
Er, um. Hello. I'm Pete Burke. And these 
are my friends, Alan Virdon and 
Galen...? 
 
VIRDON:     
You don't seem to be getting through. 
Let me try. "We are friends. FRIENDS". 
 
BURKE:     
No luck. 
 
GALEN:       
Perhaps it is my presence that disturbs 
them, since in their eyes I am a member 
of the ape ruling class. "As a scientist, I 
can assure you that I consider humans as 
equals of apes and I wish to be a friend 
to all humans". 
 
VIRDON:    
Look at their expressions. Unchanged. 
Completely emotionless. They don't 
seem to understand a word we've said. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
On the contrary. I have understood every 
word that has been said.  
 
VIRDON:    
Well, thank heaven. One of you CAN 
speak.  
 
TAMARAIN:  

I am Tamarain, Guardian of the Delphi. 
Why have you come here? 
 
VIRDON:    
We seek refuge from the gorillas, 
nothing more. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
The mountain has been our refuge for 
uncounted generations. But we endanger 
our security and our future if we give aid 
to escaped slaves. 
 
BURKE:       
We're not slaves, we're astronauts! 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Astronauts?  
 
VIRDON:     
We came from another planet, another 
world out there in space called Earth. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Earth? Did you say Earth? 
 
BURKE:       
Yes. The planet Earth! 
 
TAMARAIN:  
At last! The Prophecy of the Delphi has 
been fulfilled. It is written that the 
survival of civilization is in the hands of 
men of Earth. And that one day they will 
descend from the skies to lead us to the 
land of promise, where all living things 
dwell together in unending peace and 
harmony. 
 
GALEN:      
Amazing how that concept in one form 
or another appears in the tradition of so 
many and varied civilizations! 
 
VIRDON:    
Even among the apes? 
 
GALEN:       
Even among the apes. Though in our 
Book of Life it is an ape who will lead 
the way. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Come! We must hurry. If the gorillas 
know of your origin you are in greater 
danger than I thought.  
 
BURKE:    
Hey! Hold it. You're taking us up toward 
the spot where those boulders came 
down. How do we know it won't happen 

again? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Bralok has been warned. 
 
BURKE:      
Who is Bralok?  
 
TAMARAIN:  
He is in charge of defense of the 
mountain. Young and impetuous and 
naturally suspicious of strangers. But 
you are safe. Just follow me. 
 
(SOUND of walking) 
 
VIRDON:     
Where to? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Up to the Great Hall of the Mountain, 
where my people gather in time of 
danger. 
 
VIRDON:  
Then you believe the gorillas will 
overcome their fear of the Forbidden 
Zone and come back? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Yes, they will return. Your encounter 
was with a small scouting party. This 
time they will come with a large force.  
Perhaps led by General Urko himself! 
Our only safety is in the mountain. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Tamarain was right. At that moment, 
General Urko was meeting with his 
captains and Dr. Zauis. 
 
URKO:  
You have heard the report of my scouts, 
Dr. Zauis. Burke and Virdon and the 
renegade Galen have taken refuge in or 
near the Mountain of the Delphi. They 
must be captured at all costs and the 
Delphi destroyed as a warning to the rest 
of the humans! 
 
ZAUIS:  
For once, General, I am in complete 
agreement with you. As long as they 
were isolated we could tolerate the 
Delphi existence. Now that this isolation 
has been broken, the contagion of that 
place could spread throughout the land 
and destroy us all. 
 
CAPTAIN # 1:  
The gorillas under my command are as 



 

 

brave as any, General Urko. But their 
fear of that mountain is great! 
 
CAPTAIN # 2:  
General Urko, I will follow you to the 
death, but I cannot guarantee that my 
troops... 
 
URKO:  
Superstitious fools! I will lead the attack 
myself. We move out NOW! Follow me.  
 
(SOUND of the apes on the move) 
 
NARRATOR: In the meantime, 
Tamarain and the three fugitiives 
approach the cave entrance leading to 
the Great Hall. 
 
(SOUND of a strong wind) 
 
BURKE:  
Wow! Two hundred feet of sheer cliff 
behind us. Straight down! 
 
VIRDON:  
Yeah, and only one narrow footpath 
leading up here. With enough food and 
guns, this place could be held 
indefinitely. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Come! We have no time to lose. 
 
(SOUND of echoed walking) 
 
NARRATOR:  
Entering the cave single-file, they walk 
through a long, twisting tunnel. 
Rounding one last corner, they stop 
suddenly and gaze in amazement at the 
sight before them. 
 
BURKE: 
(whistles) It's like a cathedral. 
 
VIRDON:  
No wonder they call it the Great Hall. 
 
GALEN:  
And look there. Relics of an ancient 
civilization. A veritable treasure house 
of archaeological significance!  
 
VIRDON:  
Look here, Pete! Steel rails, and some 
cobblestones. 
 
BURKE:  
And that thing, sticking up like a 
stalagmite. It's a steeple. The top of an 

old church! 
 
VIRDON:  
Are you thinking what I'm thinking?  
 
BURKE:  
Way ahead of you. This mountain stands 
where once a great city stood. 
 
GALEN:  
And the Delphi. This handful of 
primitive humans must be the 
descendants of the people of that city. 
 
BURKE:  
Clinging to the mountain like a security 
blanket. 
 
VIRDON:  
Look. Tamarain's getting up on that 
pulpit. He's going to speak.  
 
TAMARAIN:  
Hear me, my people! This day have 
come among us three strangers, as 
foretold in the Book of Wonders. 
 
PEOPLE (chanting):  
A - a - a - amen! 
 
TAMARAIN:  
This day is for us a day of glory, a day of 
deliverance. 
 
PEOPLE:  
A - a - a - amen! 
 
BURKE:  
The people! They're NOT mutes. 
They're answering Tamarain like a 
congregation in a church. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
As it is written in the ancient scrolls of 
the Delphi: "When in the course..." 
 
PEOPLE:  
"When in the course..." 
 
TAMARAIN:  
"...of human events..." 
 
PEOPLE:  
"...of human events..." 
 
TAMARAIN:  
"...it becomes necessary..." 
 
PEOPLE:  
"...it becomes necessary.." 
 

VIRDON:  
Good lord! Those words...Pete - -  
 
BURKE:  
Yeah. I know.  
 
HUMAN:  
Tamarain! The gorillas are coming! A 
Whole army led by General Urko! 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Prepare all defenses! Bralok! Where is 
Bralok? 
 
(SOUND of door creaking open) 
 
NARRATOR:  
Suddenly, a secret stone door swings 
open and Bralok enters the Great Hall. 
 
BRALOK:  
There is only one defense, Tamarain. 
Turn the strangers over to General Urko! 
 
TAMARAIN:  
What are you saying? Betray our 
friends? Never! 
 
BRALOK:  
He has given me his word that he will 
leave us in peace. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
You have spoken to him?! 
 
BRALOK:  
While you played at being a soldier, I 
acted. He waits at the foot of the 
mountain for your decision. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
You fool! General Urko will not keep 
his word!  
 
(SOUND of gun fire) 
 
TAMARAIN:  
There is his answer! He followed you to 
the secret entrance. 
 
BRALOK:  
You refuse? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
I refuse! 
 
BRALOK:  
Then I am taking command. You are 
through, Tamarain. 
 
NARRATOR:  



 

 

Turning to the open door behind him, 
Bralok shouts to the gorillas waiting 
below. 
 
BRALOK:  
Guards! Up here! The fugitives are up 
here! 
 
NARRATOR:  
Tamarain, in a fury, seizes an ancient 
pistol, fires a single shot and Bralok falls 
dead in his tracks. Then, turning to the 
fugitive, Tamarain shouts - -  
 
TAMARAIN:  
Come quick! Through here! 
 
(SOUND of echoing footsteps running) 
 
NARRATOR:  
Leading them behind the pulpit, he 
points to a stairway carved out of stone. 
 
TAMARAIN:  
Follow those stairs to the top of the 
mountain. Go down the other side and 
you will find safety in the forst beyond. 
 
VIRDON:  
Aren't you coming with us? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
It is forbidden for any Delphi to 
approach the top of the mountain, home 
of Ytrebil. 
 
BURKE:  
Ytrebil? 
 
TAMARAIN:  
God of the Mountain, Protector of the 
Delphi. My trust is in him. It is written 
that in the time of our greatest danger, 
Ytrebil will speak and our enemies will 
be destroyed. Go! Now! 
 
(SOUND of footsteps leaving) 
 
(SOUND of wind as they exit) 
 
NARRATOR:  
Emerging in the light at the top of the 
mountain, the three friends peer 
cautiously over the edge. Far below, 
Urko, flushed with a sense of victory, 
shouts to his officers. 
 
URKO:  
 
Destroy the Delphi to the last man, 
woman and child. But I want those 

fugitives ALIVE! 
 
BURKE: Nice guy... 
 
GALEN:  
Pete! Allen! Look! 
 
VIRDON:  
What is it?  
 
GALEN:  
Over here. That metal, gleaming in the 
sun; It must be... 
 
(SOUND of gun shots) 
 
BURKE:  
Uh oh! They've spotted us. Let's get out 
of here! 
 
VIRDON:  
Down the other side... 
 
BURKE:  
Wait a minute! Alan, look at this! 
 
VIRDON:  
It's a huge, ancient bell. 
 
GALEN:  
I estimate the weight at about 2,000 
pounds, with a rim diameter of about 12 
feet. 
. 
VIRDON:  
Some kind of inscription around the 
rim...can't quite make it out. Looks like... 
 
(SOUND of rumbling) 
 
BURKE:  
What's that?  
 
GALEN:  
The mountain is shaking! All that 
gunfire. 
 
BURKE:  
Yeah. Must have set off an earthquake or 
something. If we don't move fast... 
 
VIRDON:  
Pete! I've got it! It say... 
 
BURKE:  
For heaven's sakes, Alan!  
 
VIRDON:  
Listen! "Proclaim Liberty". Pete, you get 
it? The God of the Mountain, Ytrebil, it's 
- -  

 
(SOUND of a big bell) 
 
(SOUND of an avalanche) 
 
 
BURKE:  
Galen! Alan! Quick! Down here. 
 
NARRATOR:  
With the mountain crumbling away, 
almost beneath their feet, they race down 
the side, reaching the safety of the forest, 
just as the proud home of the Delphi, 
with a final convulsive roar, dissolves 
into a massive heap of rubble, buried 
beneath a towering cloud of dust. 
 
VIRDON:  
Good lord! 
 
BURKE:  
Are you sure we didn't just DREAM 
there was a mountain there a few 
minutes ago?  
 
VIRDON:  
If it was a dream, then it was one dream 
that will never die. 
 
GALEN:  
You speak in riddles. All I know is that 
the ruins of an ancient city, the richest 
archaeological treasures I have ever 
SEEN may be lost for all time! 
 
VIRDON:  
And all I know is that a great man and 
his people died there today, never 
knowing that the voice of their god of 
the mountain, silent for over 2000 years, 
was in fact the voice of the Liberty Bell! 
Of ancient Philadelphia. 



 

 

TRIVIA THINGS YOU NEVER KNEW  
ABOUT PLANET OF THE APES 
http://www.contactmusic.com/new/home.nsf/webpages/planetoft
heapes35thingsx19x04x04   
 

 
 
• The film was adapted from a 1963 novel by 
Frenchman Pierre Boulle, author of the book which 
inspired another classic film, The Bridge on the 
River Kwai  
 
• The book may have been inspired by a chapter in 
Swift's novel Gulliver's Travels in which the hero 
visits a land ruled by horses, and by George 
Orwell's Animal Farm , in which the world is ruled by 
animals  
 
• Although the film's apes lived in a relatively 
primitive society, the apes in the book were 
civilised, living in a futuristic society with cars, 
helicopters and aircraft all super-sized for apes 
 
• For the film, the idea of civilised apes was deemed 
to expensive, and the decision was made to create 
a relatively primitive society for the apes 
 
• Actor Charlton Heston, Oscar-winning star of Ben-
Hur and El Cid , committed to the film within an 
hour of hearing the pitch, on 5 June 1965 
 
• The earliest scripts were written by Rod Serling, 
the creator and writer of many episodes of The 
Twilight Zone 
 
• Among the other writers who worked on the 
project were Charles Eastman, Don Peters and 
Michael Wilson, who had won an Oscar adapting 
another Pierre Boulle novel, The Bridge on the 
River Kwai  
 
• Planet of the Apes producer Arthur P Jacobs had 
previously made such Hollywood classics as 
Goodbye, Mr Chips and the original Doctor Dolitte  
 
• Heston and Jacobs were laughed out of almost 

every studio in Hollywood before 20th Century Fox 
embraced the idea of a movie which reversed the 
roles of humans and apes 
 
• In order to convince the studio that the make-up 
would not look ridiculous, Heston filmed a make-up 
test with actors Edward G Robinson ( Double 
Indemnity ) and James Brolin, the current Mr Barbra 
Streisand 
 
• When the time came to make the movie, Edward 
G Robinson decided not to play Dr Zaius because 
he found the make-up too gruelling; instead, actor 
Maurice Evans took the part 
 
• On 20th Century Fox's list of possible directors 
was Blake Edwards, who directed Breakfast at 
Tiffany's and the best of the Pink Panther movies 
 
• Before Charlton Heston signed to play the hero, 
John Wayne was among those considered by the 
producers 
 
• Bond girl Ursula Andress was originally 
considered for the role of Nova, the beautiful but 
mute human female ultimately played by Linda 
Harrison, studio boss Richard Zanuck's girlfriend 
 
• Planet of the Apes was filmed almost entirely on 
location in the Arizona desert, in the middle of 
summer, with temperatures exceeding 100 degrees 
making the costumes and make-up even more 
excruciating to wear 
 
• The famous courtroom scene was inspired by a 
1920's court case in which a Tennessee 
schoolteacher was arrested for teaching Darwin's 
theory of evolution, a case which later became the 
classic film Inherit the Wind 
 
• Actor Roddy McDowall (Cornelius) made a 
number of Super-8 films during his months on 
location, some of which can be found among the 
extras of the latest edition of the DVD  
     
• Actress Kim Hunter (Zira) spent so long in ape 
make-up that Charlton Heston did not recognise her 
when, after several months of filming, he saw her 
out of make-up for the first time 
 
• McDowall and Hunter researched their roles by 
observing the chimpanzees at Los Angeles Zoo 
 
• The film had the largest make-up budget in 
Hollywood history, exceeding $1 million – more than 
one sixth of the entire budget 
 



 

 

 
 
• Two scenes were almost cut prior to release: 
Heston's nude scene, and a shot of three apes in 
the courtroom arranging their hands in a parody of 
the ‘three wise monkeys' image (hear no evil, see 
no evil, speak no evil) 
 
• A scene which revealed that Nova was pregnant 
with Taylor 's child was allegedly cut because one 
of the studio executives found the idea of sexual 
relations between a civilised and a primitive human 
distasteful 
 
• Released on 8 February 1968 , Planet of the Apes 
grossed $26 million at the box office – more than 
four times its production budget of $5.8 million, 
making it one of the biggest hits of the year 
 
• Breaking box office records in New York , Los 
Angeles and London , Planet of the Apes was 20th 
Century Fox's highest-grossing and most profitable 
film of 1968 
 
• The film was widely acclaimed by critics, with 
Variety setting the tone on 1 February 1968 with a 
long review which began with the words ‘ Planet of 
the Apes is an amazing film” 
 
• As with the same year's other science fiction 
masterpiece, Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space 
Odyssey , even the critics who derided the film on 
first viewing subsequently admitted they had mis-
read, underestimated or made errors of judgment in 
their initial reviews 
 
• Planet of the Apes received two Academy Award 
nominations, for costume design and original 
music; although it won neither, the film won a 
special Oscar for John Chambers' make-up 
 
• Four theatrically-released sequels were made 
between 1970 and 1974: Beneath the Planet of the 
Apes (once again starring Charlton Heston), 
Escape from the Planet of the Apes , Conquest of 
the Planet of the Apes and Battle for the Planet of 

the Apes 
 
• In 1974, a television series based on the series 
amassed fourteen one-hour episodes, several of 
which were subsequently turned into TV movies 
 
• In 1975, an animated television series, Return to 
the Planet of the Apes , ran to thirteen half-hour 
episodes before being cancelled 
 
• In 2001, Mark Wahlberg, Tim Roth and Estella 
Warren were among the stars of a big-budget “re-
imagining” of Planet of the Apes , directed by Tim 
Burton 
 
• The original Planet of the Apes continues to be 
referenced in shows ranging from The Simpsons to 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer , and in films from Mrs 
Doubtfire to Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged 
Me  
 
• An episode of the comedy show Saturday Night 
Live featured Charlton Heston falling asleep in his 
dressing room and awaking to find the show being 
run by apes  
 
• Planet of the Apes is also the subject of the most 
popular joke in Internet history, as veteran astronaut 
John Glenn's return to space in 1998, provoking the 
suggestion that everyone should dress in ape 
costumes when he returned to Earth 
 
• A line from Planet of the Apes – “Get your stinking 
paws off me, you damn dirty ape” – was recently 
voted the most memorable movie dialogue line of 
all time  
 

 



 

 

WILLIAM CREBER - ART DIRECTOR for POTA  
 
http://without-limits.warnerbros.com/cmp/filmmakers.html 
 

 
 
http://news.morningstar.com/news/BW/M08/D17/20040817005657.
html 
 
Three-time Academy Award-nominated Production 
Designer William J. Creber received the  Lifetime 
Achievement Award from Art Directors Guild at 
Guild's 9th Annual Awards Ceremony, Feb. 12 2005 
before a black-tie industry gathering at the Beverly 
Hilton Hotel,  
 
Creber's three Academy Award(R) nominations were 
for "The Greatest Story Ever Told," "The Poseidon 
Adventure" and "The Towering Inferno." His other film 
credits include "Planet of the Apes," "Justine," 
"Without Limits," "Spy Hard," "Islands In The Stream," 
"Flight of the Navigator," "The Detective" and "Street 
Fighter." His television credits include the Emmy-
nominated "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea," "Lost In 
Space" and "The Time Tunnel," among others. He 
has served as Production Designer for such directors 
as Franklin Schaffner, Stanley Kramer, George 
Stevens, George Cukor, Ronald Neame and Robert 
Towne.  
 
Two years ago, Creber was awarded with the 
Hollywood Film Festival's Outstanding Achievement in 
Production Design Award. He is a member of the Art 
Directors Branch of the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts & Sciences, the Directors Guild of America and a 
member of the Council of the Art Directors Guild. 
Creber's most recent films were "Without Limits, The 
Steve Prefontaine Story" and "The Last Brickmaker in 
America," which won the ADG Award in 2001 for 
Excellence in Art Direction for a Television Movie or 
Mini-Series.  
A photo image of William Creber is available 
electronically by contacting Jessica Parker at 818-
760-8995 or jessica@publicity4u.com 
 
Creber began his career in 1955 as an apprentice 
draftsman. Five years later, he earned his first screen 
credit on "Rio Conchos" as art director. His other 

feature film credits include "Caprice," "The Detective," 
"Planet of the Apes," "Islands in the Stream," "Yes, 
Georgio," "Hopscotch," "Flight of the Navigator," "The 
Domino Principle," "Any Which Way You Can," "Twice 
In A Lifetime," "Street Fighter" and "Spy Hard."  
 
He also designed the pilot and first six episodes of the 
television series "Christy," and has worked with 
producer Irwin Allen on various television pilot projects 
including "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea," "Lost in 
Space" and "The Time Tunnel." Creber art directed 
several television series, including "Mod Squad" and 
"Room 222."  
 
In addition to his film and television projects, Creber 
designed and supervised construction of the New 
York Street and residential street backlot sets for 
Disney-MGM Studios in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. 
 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0187169/     
   
Academy Awards, USA Year Result Award 
Category/Recipient(s) 1975 Nominated  Oscar Best 
Art Direction-Set Decoration 
for:  The Towering Inferno (1974) 
Shared with: 
Ward Preston  
Raphael Bretton  
 
1973 Nominated  Oscar Best Art Direction-Set 
Decoration 
for:  The Poseidon Adventure (1972) 
Shared with: 
Raphael Bretton  
 
1966 Nominated  Oscar Best Art Direction-Set 
Decoration, Color 
for:  The Greatest Story Ever Told (1965) 
Shared with: 
Richard Day  
David S. Hall  
Ray Moyer  
Fred M. MacLean  
Norman Rockett  
 
Art Directors Guild Year Result Award 
Category/Recipient(s) 2005 - Lifetime Achievement 
Award 2002 Won  Excellence in Production Design 
Award Television Movie or Mini-Series 
for:  The Last Brickmaker in America (2001) (TV) 
Shared with: 
Jim Gloster (art director)  
 
BAFTA Awards Year Result Award 
Category/Recipient(s) 1976 Nominated  BAFTA Film 
Award Best Art Direction 
for:  The Towering Inferno (1974) 
 
Hollywood Film Festival Year Result Award 
Category/Recipient(s) 2003 Won  Hollywood Film 
Award Outstanding Achievement in Production Design 
 



 

 

Art Director: 
Superdad (1973)  
Escape from the Planet of the Apes (1971) (as 
William Creber)  
"The Mod Squad" (1 episode, 1970) 
    - A Time of Hyacinths (1970) TV episode (as 
William Creber)  
But I Don't Want to Get Married! (1970) (TV)  
Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1970) (as William 
Creber)  
Along Came a Spider (1970) (TV)  
Justine (1969)  
The Detective (1968) (as William Creber)  
Planet of the Apes (1968) (as William Creber)  
... aka Monkey Planet  
Caprice (1967) (as William Creber)  
"The Time Tunnel" (3 episodes, 1966) 
    - End of the World (1966) TV episode  
    - One Way to the Moon (1966) TV episode  
    - Rendezvous with Yesterday (1966) TV episode  
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea" (36 episodes, 
1964-1966) 
"Lost in Space" (1 episode) 
    - No Place to Hide (????) TV episode  
The Greatest Story Ever Told (1965) (as William 
Creber)  
... aka George Stevens Presents The Greatest Story 
Ever Told (USA: complete title)  
Rio Conchos (1964) (as William Creber)  
 
Production Designer: 
The Last Brickmaker in America (2001) (TV)  
Without Limits (1998) (as William Creber)  
Spy Hard (1996) (as William Creber)  
Street Fighter (1994) (as William Creber)  
... aka Street Fighter: The Battle for Shadaloo  
... aka Street Fighter: The Movie  
... aka Street Fighter: The Ultimate Battle (UK: TV 
title)  
"Christy" (1994) TV series (unknown episodes) 
... aka Catherine Marshall's Christy (USA: complete 
title)  
Mercy Mission: The Rescue of Flight 771 (1993) (TV) 
(as William Creber)  
Folks! (1992)  
Mannequin: On the Move (1991)  
... aka Mannequin 2: On the Move (USA: promotional 
title)  
The Magic Balloon (1990)  
Call from Space (1989)  
Hot Pursuit (1987)  
... aka Persecución intensa (Mexico)  
Flight of the Navigator (1986)  
... aka The Navigator (Norway)  
Twice in a Lifetime (1985)  
Children in the Crossfire (1984) (TV)  
The Prodigal (1983)  
Yes, Giorgio (1982)  
Six Pack (1982)  
Any Which Way You Can (1980)  
Hopscotch (1980)  
Mr. Horn (1979) (TV)  

The Domino Principle (1977)  
... aka The Domino Killings (UK)  
Islands in the Stream (1977)  
The Towering Inferno (1974) (as William Creber)  
The Poseidon Adventure (1972) (as William Creber)  
Three in the Attic (1968)  
 
Self: 
Behind the Planet of the Apes (1998) (TV) (as William 
Creber) .... Himself - Art Director 
"Biography" .... Himself (1 episode, 1995) 
    - Paul Newman: Hollywood's Charming Rebel 
(1995) TV episode .... Himself 
 
1964:   http://www.vttbots.com/voyage_overview.html 
VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA TV 
SERIES 
 
William Creber, a Navy veteran who has been at 20th 
Century-Fox more than a decade, was picked as Art 
Director as a result of his having been assistant art 
director on the original movie and knows the Seaview 
better than any man in his business. 
Among Creber's other impressive credits in creating 
sets and settings is one of the most ambitious 
projects in Hollywood history, "The Greatest Story 
Ever Told," and another Irwin Allen production, "Five 
weeks in a Balloon." 
If the stress seems to be on visual and mechanical 
effects, there is a reason, for Voyage is truly an 
adventure-packed hour in which the audience really 
lives and feels the excitement and drama of the action 
aboard an atomic submarine of the future.  
 
1965:  
http://digitalarts.lcc.gatech.edu/unesco/robotics/artists/robo_artist_
kinoshita.html 
 
Lost in Space <1965> 
Robert Kinoshita is considered by many as "The 
Father" of the Jupiter 2. Robert "Bob" Kinoshita is 
more widely known by Sci-Fi fans as the designer of 
Robby the Robot and The Robot B9 from Lost In 
Space which he nicknamed "Blinky". He also 
designed the Jupiter 2 space ship for Lost In Space 
as well. When Irwin Allen decided to make the pilot for 
Lost In Space, he hired William Creber as Art Director 
to design the Robinson's space craft. Creber did, in 
fact, design the Gemini XII space craft for the pilot but 
after the pilot was bought by CBS and before 
production of the series was to begin, Bill Creber had 
to return to "Voyage" to supervise the huge upgrading 
of the Seaview sets (making the control room one 
level, modifying the miniatures, and building the Flying 
Sub and other such additions. They also had a major 
move from one stage to another).  
Around April of 1965 Irwin Allen hired Robert 
Kinoshita as the new Art Director for the Lost In 
Space series and although CBS had purchased the 
pilot - changes would still need to be made. Of the 
many tasks to befall Robert Kinoshita two of them 
were to come up with a Robot to add to the series and 
also to redesign the Gemini XII space ship into what 



 

 

would become the Jupiter 2.  
 
http://www.strangenewworlds.com/issues/models-10.html 
 
Lunar Models' Lost In Space Model Kits 
The Jupiter II comes in for a landing 
a review by Archie Waugh  
 

 
 
One of the most eye-catching elements of the 1965 
CBS series Lost In Space was the space family 
Robinson’s dazzling spaceship, the Jupiter II. Art 
director William Creber designed this atomic-powered 
flying saucer for the pilot episode. Robert Kinoshita (a 
Forbidden Planet veteran who created Robby the 
Robot, as well as his Lost In Space counterpart) 
refined and detailed the model for the series. The 
Jupiter II served as both the main standing set and 
the show's most-used model. Given the popularity of 
Lost In Space, it is amazing that no model kit of the 
popular spacecraft was produced in America during 
the show’s three-year run. The Japanese company 
Maruson produced two kits in the 1960s, but they 
were not widely distributed in the United States. 
(Maruson's highly detailed kits now fetch thousands 
on the collector’s market.)  
As a former "child" of Lost In Space, I was delighted 
to discover Lunar Models' Jupiter II kits. Here, at last, 
was an affordable version of my favorite TV spaceship 
(sorry,Enterprise).  
Lunar Models, a texas-based mail-order firm, 
produces several versions of the Jupiter II, in sizes up 
to twenty-four inches. So many different kits are 
available because, like its Star Trek cousin the 
Enterprise, the Jupiter II underwent many subtle 
alterations throughout the run of the show: 
dimensions changed, windows appeared and 
disappeared depending on whether miniatures or full-
size mock-ups were used. Lost In Space was never 
known for its consistency. 
 

 

 
http://www.theposeidonadventure.com/christest.htm  
 
April 3rd, 1972. Soundstage 6 on the 20th Century 
Fox lot. Stewards set the tables for dinner as Nonnie 
rehearses The Morning After. This was the first day of 
principal photography for the Poseidon Adventure, 
and the only time this cavernous dining salon set was 
in pristine condition. 
Production Designer William Creber is credited with 
creating some of the most striking and memorable 
images in American film history. His exciting 
production design made the world believe that 
primates could rule in "Planet of the Apes", and that a 
135 story skyscraper could burn in "The Towering 
Inferno", however it's Mr. Crebers work on "The 
Poseidon Adventure" that has earned him a loyal 
following of admirers. His extraordinary creation of the 
first class dining salon of the S.S. Poseidon is one of 
his most impressive sets to date. 
 
This beautiful set was an extremely ingenious piece of 
work. It was an exact duplicate of its prototype on the 
Queen Mary in everything but a few details in decor, 
one of which was a replica of a famous antique statue 
of the Greek God, Poseidon, except for a slight 
alteration. The original is equipped with standard 
genitalia while a fleur-de-lis design preserves the 
modesty of the replica. This was not prudishness on 
the part of producer Irwin Allen, but the desire not to 
distract from important scenes played in front of the 
figure. 
 



 

 

 
 
Although the fictional ship was Greek, the dining salon 
was covered in Egyptian murals. This was because 
William Creber recycled pieces of several other 
famous Fox film sets. The wall murals were originally 
used in "Cleopatra" 11 years earlier. Several pieces of 
the Harmonia Gardens set from the film "Hello Dolly" 
were also incorporated. Creber and his team cut the 
tops of the arches off, butted them together to form 
the 3 skylights of the S.S. Poseidon. The 2 glass 
windows at either end of the salon were also 
borrowed from Hello Dolly. 
 

 
 

 
William Creber had blueprints for the Queen Mary, 
and also obtained photographs which he could invert, 
but his imagination had to take it from there. It took 
unremitting vigilance to prevent some right-side-up 
detail from appearing in this upside-down world, both 
in the building of the sets and in shooting of the 
picture. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
"The only two sets that we moved at all were the radio 



 

 

room, which we rotated in a tank, and about an 18 X 
30 foot piece section of the main ballroom set was 
tilted. All the sides of the room were up about 3 feet 
above the main dance floor. We inverted all that, 
enabling us to tilt just one little piece of the set to get 
the initial gravity of the glasses falling, plates sliding 
and the chairs moving. The remainder of the capsize 
was all done with the camera." 
 
http://members.rott.chello.nl/alely/prod.html  
 
Many of those who helped turn Irwin Allen's 
production of "The Poseidon Adventure" into one of 
the most successful motion pictures of all time with its 
global gross now approaching the $160-million mark, 
are on his team of experts again for "The Towering 
Inferno". Sidney Marshall again served as associate 
producer and Al Gail was executive assistant to the 
producer. Hal Herman and Norman Cook served as 
production managers. Stirling Silliphant wrote the 
screenplay, William Creber was production designer 
with Ward Preston as art director and Raphael Bretton 
as set decorator. Herman Lewis handled sound, Paul 
Zastupnevich designed the costumes. Paul Stader 
supervised the stunt scenes, A.D. Flowers supervised 
the mechanical effects and L.B. Abbott handled 
special photographic effects. More than fifty additional 
crew members were also part of the team that turned 
"The Poseidon Adventure" into one of the top 
boxoffice hits in Hollywood's history.  
Creating the world's tallest skyscraper that stretches 
138 stories above ground to dominate the skyline of 
San Francisco was a monumental task, to say the 
least. Because the Glass Tower is a building of the 
future, its architectural innovations are as startling as 
its dimensions; the structure is a golden monolith of 
glass and metal that has no counterpart in the world 
today. The interiors, dominated by eye-catching 
geometrical patterns and designs, feature many of the 
architectural ideas and plans of tomorrow. Interior 
furnishings are both contemporary and futuristic.  
 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/STYLE/design/08/14/hollywood.house/ 
 
The artful trickery of building homes for 
Hollywood 
 

 
 
 
 
Production designer William Creber created the 
set of a 1920s Craftsman bungalow for House 
Beautiful  

 
August 14, 2000 
LOS ANGELES (CNN) -- House Beautiful magazine 
gave Hollywood production designer William Creber 
an assignment: Build a house to show the public how 
it's done for the movies.  
So Creber, whose credits include "Poseidon 
Adventure" (1972) and "Towering Inferno" (1974), 
created a bungalow set against the backdrop of the 
Hollywood Hills that looks like it could sell for a million 
dollars -- on camera, anyway.  
Things aren't as they seem on closer examination, 
though. The two-story bungalow isn't really two 
stories; the stairs go nowhere. The ceilings -- if there 
are any -- are made of stretched muslin. And forget 
about a backyard; if the script doesn't call for it, don't 
look for a lawnmower.  
CNN's Gloria Hillard showed up at the open house.  
 
http://www.eiozine.com/oscar_updates.htm 
 
October 23, 2002 
Academy to Explore Impact of Production Design 
on Cinema History  
Beverly Hills, CA - The history of production design 
and its influence on cinema will be the focus of a 
November program by the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences. In collaboration with the Art 
Directors Guild, the Academy will present "Arresting 
Images," on Thursday, November 7, at 8 p.m. in the 
Academy's Samuel Goldwyn Theater. 
"Arresting Images" will illustrate how production 
designers create the emotional essence of a film 
through sets and key visuals that enhance the film's 
impact for the audience. Through the use of film clips 
and discussions with leading designers in the field, the 
program will explain how memorable and resonant 
images come to exist on film. 
Film clips to be shown will span the past century, from 
1902's "Trip to the Moon" to 2001's "The Lord of the 
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring," and will include 
such classics as "Intolerance" (1916), "The Wizard of 
Oz" (1939), "Dr. Zhivago" (1965), "The Last Picture 
Show" (1971) and "Apocalypse Now" (1979). 
The evening's speakers will range from the field's 
living legends to contemporary innovators, among 
them Robert Boyle ("The Birds"), Gene Allen ("A Star 
is Born"), Terence Marsh ("Dr. Zhivago"), Bill Creber 
("The Poseidon Adventure"), Polly Platt ("The Last 
Picture Show"), Rick Carter ("Forrest Gump") and Jim 
Bissell ("Jumanji'"). 



 

 

WILLIAM CREBER’S SPACESHIP  
 
http://www.cloudster.com/Sets&Vehicles/ApesShip/LarryFil
es/PofAlarry.html 
 

 
 
THE LARRY EVANS COLLECTION  
 
The Spaceship Mockup, Miniature and 
Renderings  
The 1/16 Scale Filming Miniature:  
The original miniature is currently owned by 
POTA Art Director William Creber and a copy of 
it hangs in the Planet Hollywood club in Orlando 
Florida. These are a few shots of the model as 
seen there. The original was "restored" at the 
request of William Creber by top Hollywood 
model maker Greg Jein so the paint scheme is 
no longer original. Supposedly it had been 
displayed by Mr. Creber in a pond at his home 
and had deteriorated from exposure to the 
elements. These are shots of the copy.  
 
The Original Rocket Rendering and Others:  
This is Taylor's craft as envisioned very early on 
in the design process. It is basically a variation 
on the booster designed by Wernher Von Braun 
in the 1950s and was probably dropped for not 
being visually interesting. Also included are 
renderings of the Statue of Liberty scenes, the 
astronauts exploring the "new world" and other 
proposed scenes. 
 
http://www.goingfaster.com/icarus/scalemodeling.htm 
 
Baboonatic has done some EXCELLENT 
scratch building on the "Icarus" 
 
Baboonatic writes: "Some info on the MIM 
(Monsters In Motion) kits I put together. Feel 
free to use or discard whatever you like. And 
please bear in mind that they're cast out of a 
silicone mold made from the original (as yet 
unbuilt) (model).  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
The POTA version has an extension to the aft 
end of the fuselage and also to the wings so it's 
dimensions more accurately match those of the 
full sized ship. Also in back I've gone with Jim 
Key's interpretation of the Fox blueprints and 
Bill Creber's original ideas. (two rocket engine 
bells and a center hatch. yeah I know, where do 
the internal engines fit in? hey, why does Kong's 
wall have a giant door in it? I leave it to better 
minds than mine to figure it out) 



 

 

 
 
Instead of the decals supplied with the kit, I 
bought a set of decals that were fairly similar to 
the lettering style on the ship and applied them 
carefully to get the split "D" on the escape 
hatch. Same with top and bottom canard flags. 
The windows are tinted clear plastic. 
 
More work finagling the window frames and 
such, but that was due to using cast copies, I 
don't know if anyone needs all the gory details. 
 
The "Escape" version was put together after 
carefully scrutinizing dozens of frames of film 
and behind the scenes shots that I bought as a 
kid. The side door is hinged and has a tiny grab 
handle in it's proper place. (unlike the TV 
version, which had no handle. I think it might 
have been an entirely new door because the 
inner "molding" is different and the "Escape" 
door looked like it weighed a ton. look at that 
diver putting his back into it just to get it open 
and then resting it on a sort of stand just to keep 
it open) And again, it may be tough to figure any 
logical way the overall ship functions, but it 
looks cool. 
 
It has the stripes painted in, as far as I can tell, 
the right place. The back "pod" area is made of 
sheet styrene and the heat shield is styrene and 
bondo. The different sized holes drilled into it 
were on the big one, to use as tie down points. 
But they look cool, thrusters of some sort 
perhaps... 
 
The big one was originally from an aviation 
model manufacturing company that I hired 
called Frederick Tyson. They did a really nice 
job overall, but it had the feel of one of those 
mahogany desktop airplane models. Decals for 
windows, hatch outlines, simplistic deck plates, 
etc. Plus after my never ending study of the 
movie prop, I was dissatisfied with the overall 
profile and went to work on that aspect too. I'll 
send a shot when it's done. Lots of bondo on 
this baby, it's huge! But hey, when you're 
obsessed you're obsessed, right?  

 
As to the tail lander version, I think I have a 
picture of the engine bell that was used, another 
refugee from Lost In Space. At least it was a 
background prop in an episode, I don't know 
where it came from originally. I'll scan it along 
with the other photos that I mentioned. And 
yeah, there's a lot of cost effective debris all 
charred up back there. Have you ever seen the 
Disney Mars lander ship? Maybe something 
similar, but with a 60's, NASA look?" 
--- Thanks, Baboonatic! EXCELLENT models! 
And these are HAND BUILT! Unreal! 
 
http://www.cloudster.com/Sets&Vehicles/ApesShip/Sci-
Fi&FantasyModels38/Discussion/PofAshipDiscussion.html 
 
How the Mockup was Built  
 
There remain more than a few mysteries 
regarding this studio mockup, ones which may 
never be explained now. Those of you who 
have seen the documentary about the making 
of the original movies and the later TV series 
will undoubtedly have picked up on the 
comment about the "old plywood spaceship". In 
fact, Bill Creber the Art Director for this film 
once commented to a friend of mine about the 
"plywood spaceship" too, yet the mockup was 
actually made of steel. Why doesn't he know 
this?  
 
In Hollywood all mockups and most sets are 
built of plywood, almost exclusively. One 
notable exception would be the full scale 
battleship "Arizona" built largely of aluminum on 
two ocean going barges for the film "Tora, Tora, 
Tora". But in most other cases, plywood is the 
norm. It is strong, cheap, easy to work with and 
requires no special skills or tools. A simple 
knowledge of saws, nails and glue is about all 
you need. However, when the ship from "Planet 
of the Apes" was designed, it was decided to 
use sheet steel. I know this because I climbed 
on it and examined it, inside and out.  
 
Two interesting questions go begging at this 
point; Why was it made of steel (!) and why 
doesn't the man who reportedly designed it 
know this?  



 

 

Counterculture Timeline:  
The High Sixties:  
1967-1968 
http://www.well.com/~mareev/TIMELINE/1967-1968.html 
 

Here all the most important and influential 
cultural, political and arts related events of 
late 1967 an early 1968 - 40 years later ! 
 
EVENTS   ARTS  
1967 
Bellbottoms and other inexpensive clothes from 
army-navy surplus stores become popular.   1967 
Life magazine - September 13 - John on cover  
fall   40 large campus demonstrations against 
military and Dow recruiters    
Sept 1   Beatles: Magical Mystery Tour album  
Sept  
500,000 [US soldiers??] in South Vietnam, 
600,000 in Southeast Asia 
Tom Hayden & 30 Americans meet North 
Vietnamese leaders in Czechoslovakia; Hayden 
goes on to Vietnam to help return three U.S. 
P.O.W.s (to Nov 11) 
Boomers born in 1949 are turning 18 & enter 
college 
Beatle John Lennon writes "I Am The Walrus" on 
acid 
Sept? Alpert meets Bhagwan Dass at the Blue 
Tibetan in Katmandu, stays in India & follows him 
until he meets his guru  
Sept 15    Donovan at Hollywood Bowl (must be + 
touch-feel entrances?) xx 
Oct 2    Dead House at 710 Ashbury is busted 
Oct 3    Woody Guthrie dies (Huntington's Chorea)  
Oct 4    Psychedelic Shop closes and the Thelins 
go to Washington DC for the Exorcism of 
Pentagon 
Oct 5    [Lawrence Lipton starts class at UCLA xx]    
Oct 6    Death of Hippie, Loyal Son of Media, birth 
of free man 
Oct 8    Che Guevara killed in Bolivia (by troops 
trained in U.S.) 
Oct 9    First edition Rolling Stone magazine 
(dated November 9, with John Lennon on the 
cover) put out by Jann Wenner (21) after drop out 
from U.C. Berkeley 
Oct    Carl Stokes becomes first black mayor of 
Cleveland 
Dylan recording John Wesley Harding 
Oct  
6-12    LA Free Press headline: Why did you get 
up this morning?     
Oct 11 &12 + ?   Teach-in at UCLA (with David 
Harris)    
Oct 12    "A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority", 
NY Review of Books  
2,000 sign, including academics, clergymen, 
writers Oct  
16-22    Stop the Draft Week: Anti-draft/draft-card 
"turn-in" rallies: Chicago, Phil, Boston, Cincinnati, 

Portland; organized by National Mobilization 
Committee, a broad coalition of pacifist, religious, 
& radical groups 
Oct 17 - Joan Baez + 122 arrested Oakland 
Induction Center 
date? Rev Wm Sloane Coffin Jr (43, Yale 
chaplain), Dr Benjamin Spock (64), Mitchell 
Goodman (41, novelist), Marcus Raskin (33, 
former White House Disarmament aide & co-
director of Washington research organization), 
and Michael Ferber (23, Harvard grad student) 
and 1 other deliver draft cards to U.S. Justice 
Department 
Oct 21-22 35,000/50,000/100,000 Wash DC - 647 
arrested at Pentagon; 
Oct 21 Diggers "Exorcism of the Pentagon" 
(psychedelic face paint & flowers stuck in barrels 
of guns); 250 arrested including Norman Mailer 
[also saw as Nov 21] 
Oct when? Rev. Philip Berrigan, a Josephite 
priest, Tom Lewis, David Eberhardt, and James 
Mengel pour duck's blood over draft files in the 
Baltimore, Md. Selective Service headquarters 
Oct 28    5 a.m.: Huey Newton (25) questioned by 
police in Oakland "desolate district". One hour 
later under arrest at hospital with gunshot wound 
in stomach. Few weeks later indicted on murder of 
one officer (John Frey Jr.), wounding of another, & 
kidnapping of bystander. 
Nov    Air war against North Vietnam accelerated 
(bombing Hanoi) 
Nov 7    General Hershey announces draft 
crackdown on deferred college students who are 
active in anti-war demos 
Nov 9   Apollo 4 (unmanned) [takes photos of 
moon shadow on earth (?)] - "first US photo of 
whole earth" 
Nov 14    5,000 demonstrate outside New York 
foreign policy banquet addressed by Secretary of 
State Rusk 
Nov 25   "last flower-child hippie-type demos in 
New York City - after this, demonstrations were 
militant" 
Nov  
Don McCoy & friends start community at Olompoli 
Ranch 
Cream: Disreali Gears / Judy Collins: Who Knows 
Where The Time Goes 
How I Won the War with John Lennon (directed by 
Richard Lester) 
A new strain of malaria hits GIs in Vietnam 
Life magazine: Police new riot weapons: "instant 
banana peel", "chemical mace", "tanks that shoot 
tear gas" 
The Graduate (directed by Mike Nichols) 
Nov 30    Eugene McCarthy (Senator from 
Minnesota) announces candidacy for President, 
running on anti-war platform was this the start of 
the People's Party? 
Dec 4    MLK announces Poor People's Campaign 
in Wash D.C. (to start late spring) 
Dec 7 (or 5)   Beatles: opening of Apple Shop, 94 



 

 

Baker Street, London with murals by The Fool 
Black boycott of Olympics (announced?) 
Dec  
5-8    "Stop the Draft Week" at Whitehall, NY 
Army Induction Center 
546/585 arrested, including Spock & Ginsberg  
+ Madison, Manchester N.H., Cincinnati, New 
Haven 
Dec 8?    Otis Redding records "Dock of the Bay", 
his only major hit 
Dec 10    Otis Redding dies at 26 in plane crash 
Dec 22    Owsley busted in Orinda (stops 
production of acid) 
solstice "people started to leave for the country" 
Dec   Beatles: Magical Mystery Tour released UK 
Dec 31    Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, Paul 
Krassner, Dick Gregory & friends pronounce 
themselves "Yuppies" 
1967    end: 486,000 American troops in Vietnam; 
Of the 15,000 killed, 60% died in 1967 
1968   Number of divorces, & divorce rate, both 
jump by 12% and start rise 
Charlie Hall, Hashbury, invents the waterbed as a 
school project 
Steve Gaskin starts the Monday Night Class in 
San Francisco 
Yogi Bhajan comes to U.S. to teach Kundalini 
Yoga (Healthy, Happy, Holy) 
Wiretapping becomes a federal crime 
Gun Control Act curbs sale of handguns 
Dec 67 - mid-68: first heart transplants 
Hong Kong flu (?the first flu brought back from 
Vietnam?) - Influenza pandemic (new gene 
combination) 
US scientists tell natives evacuated in 1946 from 
Bikini it is safe to return;  
by 1978, 139 who return found to contain 
dangerous levels of cesium & re-evacuated 
The dollar is worth 362 yen; Japan is still known 
for "cheap" trinket import items. 
SDS has 100,000 "members" 
Ivan E. Sutherland at University of Utah, invents 
first head-mounted Virtual Reality display,  
but powerful enough computer to use with it does 
not yet exist 
Wavy Gravy and others run a pig named Pigasus 
for President 
Carnegie Hall: Tribute to Woody Guthrie (Pete 
Seeger, Jack Elliott, Judy Collins,  
Arlo Guthrie, Tom Paxton, Odetta, Richie Havens, 
& Dylan with The Band - Dylan's first public 
appearance since accident in July 1966)  
"Gold crisis" [1969 almanac p. 72] 
 
1968  
MUSIC / CINEMA / PUBLISHING 
Abraham, Martin & John 
*RS: Beggar's Banquet (Honky Tonk Woman) 
?Beatles: White Album [or was this 69?] 
Hey Jude; Lady Madonna 
?? Revolution / Get Back 
Dylan: John Wesley Harding 

*The Band: Music from the Big Pink 
*Donovan: From a Flower to a Garden & Hurdy 
Gurdy Man 
Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge over Troubled Water 
*Doors: Waiting for the Sun (July 1968) 
*Hendrix: Axis Bold As Love -&- Electric Ladyland 
*Fleetwood Mac 
*Steve Miller 
*Quicksilver 
Dr. John: first solo 
*Sly and the Family Stone 
Creedence Clearwater Revival 
------ 
"Heavy Metal": 
*Blue Cheer  
*Iron Butterfly  
*Velvet Underground: White Light/White Heat  
*Deep Purple  
------  
*Moody Blues 
*Electric Flag 
*Blood, Sweat & Tears 
*Seatrain (formed from Blues Project) 
------ 
from UK: 
*Jeff Beck Group  
*Traffic  
*Joe Cocker  
*Bonzo Dog Band  
*Pentangle  
-------- 
*Joni Mitchell (first) 
*Leonard Cohen 
*Randy Newman 
Taj Mahal 
Commander Cody and his Lost Planet Airma?n 
moves from Detroit to SF 
Big Brother and The Holding Company with Janis 
Joplin - Cheap Thrills (featured a cover illustration 
by Robert Crumb, then a little known illustrator 
living in Haight-Ashbury) - August 
Marvin Gaye: I Heard It Through the Grapevine / 
Judy in Disguise (with Glasses) / Green 
Tambourine / Steppenwolf: Born To Be Wild 
Z 
If . . . (UK - Lindsay Anderson) 
Yellow Submarine 
April 3 - 2001 directed by Kubrick 
April 29 - Hair opens on Broadway 
(Planet of the Apes, Barbarella) 
??I Am Curious - Yellow 
(Rosemary's Baby - start of satanic children 
movies) 
Godard: One Plus One (last symbols movie) 
The Strawberry Statement: Notes of a College 
Revolutionary - James Simon Kunen  
first Zap Comix 
Tom Wolfe: Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test 
Eldrige Cleaver: Soul on Ice 
?Abraham Maslow: Towards a Psychology of 
Being  
Dr. Paul Ehrlich: The Population Bomb 



 

 

Carlos Castaneda: The Teachings of Don Juan 
Akwesasne Notes starts publication 
Tiny Tim 
Peter Max 
"Unisex clothing" 
Aerobics - Dr. Kenneth Cooper  
(first use of the term for exercise) 
Jogging 
Transcendental Meditation as taught by Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi 
Forty heart transplants 
Joan Baez marries David Harris and David Harris 
starts 3 year jail sentence for refusing to register 
for the draft 
Auroville Cooperative, India, founded 
Ananda Cooperative Village, Nevada City, 
California, founded 
 
THE END - JIM MORRISON - THE DOORS 
This is the end, beautiful friend 
This is the end, my only friend 
The end of our elaborate plans 
The end of everything that stands 
The end             No safety or surprise 
The end             I'll never look into your eyes again 
Can you picture what will be 
So limitless and free 
Desperately in need of some stranger's hand 
In a desperate land  
 
1968 Events 
"spring: Brian Jones, Keith Richards, Mick Jagger 
dope bust cases" xx 
Jan-May    40,000 students participate in 221 
major demonstrations on 101 campuses 
Jan   The Peace and Freedom Party, which was 
founded on June 23, 1967 by people who wanted 
to vote for something they could support, runs a 
massive voter registration drive placed the Peace 
and Freedom Party on the California ballot. 
http://www.peaceandfreedom.org 
Many hippies register to vote for the first time. 
Eldridge Cleaver becomes the Peace and 
Freedom Party candidate for President  
Jan 2    Federal: bilingual education 
Jan 5    Spock, Coffin, Mitchell Goodman, Michael 
Ferber, & Marcus Raskin indicted for delivering 
draft cards (Oct) 
Jan 9   Beatles Avedon photos/posters appear in 
Look magazine (they had also appeared in Stern 
magazine in Germany in 1967) 
Jan 16    Youth International Party (Y.I.P.) founded 
- Country Joe & Fish, Fugs, Ginsberg, Arlo 
Guthrie, Abbie Hoffman, Paul Krassner, Phil 
Ochs, Jerry Rubin (25 artists, writers & 
revolutionaries) 
Jan 18    Eartha Kitt visiting LBJ at White House 
speaks out against the war 
Jan 22    B-52 carrying H-Bomb crashes in 
Greenland 
Jan 23    Pueblo seized by Korea 
Jan 24   [saw Ravi Shankar again xx] 

Jan 31  
Viet Cong launch Tet Offensive - (to Feb 24) 
70,000 Viet Cong troops attack 100 S.Viet cities 
"start of the turnaround" 
+ picture of police chief shooting Viet Cong in 
head 
Feb 8    Planet Of The Apes debuts in theatres 
Feb 9    Free Press headline: In the land of the 
blind the one-eyed man is king 
Feb 16    Draft deferments for most grad students 
& all occupational deferments eliminated 
Feb 17    Second Tribal Stomp 
Feb    Leary evicted from Millbrook house 
Feb 21 *Beatles to India to visit Maharishi (at 
Rishikesh on the Ganges)  
also there: Mia Farrow, Donovan, Mike Love of 
The Beach Boys; 
Ringo stays 10 days, Paul 9 weeks, John & 
George 3 months;  
"get off drugs for the while and write the White 
Album" 
(& Maharishi Mahesh coming to US - when?) 
Feb 29    RFK & Javits, New York's Senators, 
speak out 
when?   Morning Star Ranch busts -> Wheeler 
Ranch opened to settlers 
winter Bill Wheeler (28) opens nearby Sheep 
Ridge Ranch (Wheeler's Ranch) (320 acres) for 
people to live on the land 
Mar 2    RFK speech to Congress about Vietnam 
March 8    Fillmore East opens in New York City 
(to June 27, 1971) 
Mar 8-9    Warsaw student uprisings, March 11 
workers uprising 
March  
Hue bombed to rubble in "25 days of horror" to 
retake from VC / during "peace feelers" (including 
Mylai massacre March 16: 200 - 500 villagers 
killed) 
McCarthy's "Children's Crusade": thousands work 
on New Hampshire primary, calling on nearly 
every voter in the state  
Mar 12  
10,000 students go door to door in heavy snows; 
Eugene McCarthy wins 42% of New Hampshire 
vote, overtaking President Johnson, & causing 
RFK to "reconsider" on Vietnam 
(& LBJ not to run, sez Great Expectations p.113) 
Mar 16    RFK declares candidacy for Presidency 
Mar 19    President Johnson's advisors advise 
getting out of Vietnam war 
Mar 22    (first N.Y. YIP event) 
Mar 23   The Kaleidoscope Is Turning On - 
Jefferson Airplane, Canned Heat, Buffalo 
Springfield 
(Sunset Strip: the Hullabaloo became the 
Kaleidoscope in 1968, more emphasis on light 
shows, for people who were on acid. It finally 
folded and then ["mid-October"] became the 
Aquarius, which is where Hair had its big L.A. run)  
Olympic boycott 
Mar 31    LBJ announces decision not to run again 



 

 

and offers partial bombing halt 
and appointment of Averell Harriman to seek 
negotiations 
Apr 1    Supreme Court extends one-man, one-
vote doctrine to local governments ?Baker vs. 
Carr -> reapportionment 
Apr 4   Martin Luther King Jr shot and killed, at 
Memphis motel, 7 p.m. 
during Poor People's Campaign (39 years old) 
Apr 4-11   within two hours after MLK Shot and 
killed: 
Black uprisings Chicago, Baltimore, Washington 
DC, Cincinnati, Boston, Detroit, Philadelphia,  
San Francisco, Toldeo, Pittsburgh - 125 cities in 
29 states total 
Apr 6    Eldridge Cleaver arrested with a bullet-
shattered leg during Oakland police ambush on 
Panthers 
+ Bobby Hutton (17) shot and killed 
Apr 11    LBJ signs civil rights bill banning housing 
discrimination (with anti-riot felony amendment) 
Apr 11    Major call-up of reserves for duty in 
Vietnam 
Apr 14    (Easter Sunday) [Love-in Malibu Canyon 
xx] 
Peak of demonstrations in West Berlin against 
Axel Springer & his publishing empire, after 
assasination attempt on Rudi Dutschke ("Red 
Rudy") 
Apr 15    Spring Mobilization against the war 
Apr 23-30    New York City: Students take over 
five Colombia University buildings protesting 
University's affiliation with the Institute for Defense 
Analysis and its Pentagon-related research, and 
construction of athletic facility opposed by 
neighboring Harlem (Mark Rudd becomes famous 
as leader); 700+ arrested,  
Apr 25 Demonstrations closed down Columbia 
University; strike continues for another month 
April 26: Up to one million college and high school 
students boycott classes in a nationwide student 
strike against the war. - 
http://www.arc.org/C_Lines/CLArchive/story1_1_0
7.html 
Apr 25    Paul Horn records in the Taj Mahal 
Apr 29    Rev. Ralph Abernathy succeeds MLK as 
President of Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference 
Ap/May    Black Panthers start Free Breakfast for 
Children program 
May 2-14    France: street fighting in Paris / "May 
3-14 Sorbonne occupied"    
May 2-17    SCLC Poor People's March on 
Washington 
3,000 erect Resurrection City, tent city on the Mall 
May 13    US & North Vietnam begin talks in Paris 
May 13-30    France: Sorbonne demonstrations: 
humanism vs technology 
French students occupy the Sorbonne 
Demonstrations in Madrid, Rome, Berlin, New 
York, 
& Czechoslovakia (?"Prague Spring") 

May    Two Virgins: Lennon & Yoko naked - 
explain xx - "recorded in April, after which, Yoko 
moved in and divorces and remarries"  
Beatles launch Apple Corps  
Former Stanford Student Body President David 
Harris marries Joan Baez 
May - Life magazine: abundance of show biz 
people in Presidential campaign  
May 21    Tom Donahue & djs from KMPX start 
[new format at] KSAN 
Second mass arrest at Columbia University 
May 22    H. Rap Brown of SNCC convicted for 
carrying weapon across state lines 
May 24    France: "general strike by half the work 
force" (or was this just Paris?) 
Philip Berrigan & Tom Lewis sentenced to 6 years 
May before or after? Philip Berrigan, out on bail, 
and brother Daniel, a Jesuit priest, and seven 
others remove records from Catonsville, Md. draft 
board office and set them on fire outside in the 
presence of reporters and onlookers  
May 28    McCarthy wins over RFK in Oregon 
primaries 
June 3    Andy Warhol shot at the Factory, off 
Union Square, New York, by feminist 
June 4    California primaries: RFK wins 
June 5    Robert F. Kennedy shot and killed(42), 
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles  
(Sirhan Sirhan arrested) 
June 8    James Earl Ray (accused of MLK 
murder), arrested London 
June 9    [Free Clinic] 
[Ash Grove: John Fahey]    
June 14    Spock, Coffin, Ferber, Goodman 
convicted of conspiracy for "draft counseling" 
June    Oldest baby boomers (born 1946) 
graduate college 
Boomers born 1950 turn 18 & graduate high 
school 
June 25    Poor People's Campaign March - 
50,000 march from Georgia to Washington D.C. 
June    Libre, Colorado community founded 
summer    early - Hayden to Paris to confer w 
North Vietnamese representatives 
Haight Ashbury Media Summer + "Young 
Americans Abroad"  
July 4    Bill Graham first concert at Fillmore West 
(Van Ness & Market) 
July    Yellow Submarine movie - premieres in 
London July 17 
Haight Ashbury riot (including Bank of America 
burning --> leads to H.I.P. boarding up their stores 
Wallace campaign 
Pope's birth control encyclical 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty signed 
Operation Breadbasket, Chicago, begins with 
boycott of A&P stores over discrimination in hiring, 
with Jesse Jackson, 27, ?as head? 
U.S. Viet tropps increase by 19,000 to 535,000 
Peace & Freedom Party campaign going on: 
Cleaver for President 
July 23-24    Cleveland black uprising    



 

 

July 31    Beatles: Apple Boutique closes 
August   McGovern enters the race for President 
(August 10) 
Cream: Wheels of Fire 
First Apple release: Beatles: Hey Jude & 
Revolution 
1000 meet in prayer before UN for food aid to 
Biafra 
Panthers Tommy Lewis, 18 & Steve Bartholomew, 
21 and ?Arthur Morris, 28, shot to death by police 
in Los Angeles 
Aug 20-21    Soviet tanks invade Prague, 
Czechoslovakia with 200,000 troops    
Aug 25-29   Democratic Convention in Chicago: 
demonstrations & police riot 
10,000? demonstrators vs. 11,000 Chicago police;  
6,000 National Guard; 7,500 U.S. army troops;  
and 1,000 FBI,CIA & army/navy intelligence 
services agents 
(Humphrey nominated on platform supporting the 
war) 
(Aug 27 candlelight, matches at Yippie Festival 
concert, coliseum) 
 

CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN 
MAGAZINE 
 
 

 
 
Castle of Frankenstein #13 1969  SPECIAL ALL-STAR 

ISSUE   
2001- A Space Odyssy with Ray Bradbury; Planet of 

the Apes Returns; Basil Rathbone interviewed for last 
time; Rosemary's Baby; Barbarella; Raquel Welch; 

more!!  1969 $15.00 
 

Castle of Frankenstein #23  1974  
PLANET of the APES SPECIAL  

All about the five theatrical releases and the TV series; 
Roddy McDowall Interview; History of Doc Savage; 

Roger Corman Interview; Alphaville; Not of this Earth; 
1974 $15.00 

 
To order back issues or get a subscription:  Send your 
Check, Money Order Information write to:  
Dennis Druktenis Publishing  348 Jocelyn Pl. 
Highwood, IL 60040  
They also have these 2 vintage CASTLE OF 
FRANKENSTEIN horror POTA magazines 

 
 

SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE 
 
Tribute series to POTA By Chris Lawless 
lawford42@juno.com 
 

 
 

 
 
Scary Monsters Magazine #1 debuted in October 1991 
- the same time that Ape Chronicles #1 was published.  
Issue #52 has now been published. 
 
The five part Planet of the Apes series appeared in: 
MONSTER MEMORIES #5, 1997 - SCARY 
MONSTERS YEARBOOK (part 1) $11.00 postpaid in 
the U.S. 
SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #22 (part 2) $10.00 
postpaid 
SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #23 (part 3) the 
regular edition is sold but some limited edition copies 
available for $15.00 postpaid 
SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #24 (part 4) $10.00 
postpaid 
SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #25 (part 5) $10.00 
postpaid 
http://www.scarymonstersmag.com/sc_bk3.htm 
 
I asked, and apparently there's no additional Apes 
content in the limited edition of issue 23, and when I 
was on the site there was also the option to purchase 
the limited edition of #24 (as well as the regular one). 
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A TRANSCENDENT'S 

TALE  
By Wendy Kostora © 2001 

wendyk@attglobal.net  
 

Destiny is where your heart takes you. 
 

* * * 1990 * * * 
 

~ Rescued ~ 
               The sounds of cruelty resonated through my 
apartment wall.  The man next door was shouting at 
his orang-utan, using words worse than the ones I 
had heard in the correction facility for women in the 
northwest provinces of what used to be the United 
States.  Sitting in my chair, in front of the TV, I tried to 
ignore the screeching of the creature as she was 
being beaten.  Glancing at the picture of Boo, my dog, 
I gave myself credit that, however violent was my 
past, never had I hurt any animal. 

Living in the inner city, the slums of the 
southwest side, I never had much opportunity to be 
with animals. Yet doing time for auto theft, I trained 
sight and hearing dogs.  It became a passion for me, 
next to Photography.  Once my eight months were 
done, I ended up working in an animal shelter where I 
adopted Boo.  He was my companion and my first 
dog I had the privilege of calling on my own.  
Together we taught the disabled how to used their 
dogs, which I had trained.  Then the plague came 
killing every dog and cat between here and back 
again.  It was a tragedy and I, like before, was alone. 
               The orang-utan's cries penetrated through 
my wall like a dark hand cutting through a block of 
ice.  With the TV's remote I turned up the volume.  
Blankly I stared at the screen, oblivious to even the 
window a washed with rain. 
               My compassion for apes wasn't the same.  
Actually, I loathe the things.  Although they were to 
replace the dogs and cats I felt that the primates 
belonged in the jungles.  Considered as pets a few 
years ago, they were now made to do what most 
humans did like housework, cooking and sweeping 
the streets.  Now, they had taken my waitress' job, 
which wasn't worth having anyway.  
Luckily I inherited a small fortune from an aunt I never 
met.  Living off of it, I had planned to pursue my 
career as a photographer but my depression kept me 
from taking up the camera.  Instead I was taking a 
variety of pills, convicting myself to isolation and 
allowing myself to wear only sweat clothes.  Like my 
state of mind my apartment was a mess.  
When will he stop, I thought. In fact, I said to myself, 
Rose Kinwood why are you sitting here doing 
nothing?  Maybe, I don't like the creatures but not 
even they deserve this.  Up and out of my chair I 
burst through my door, finding myself pounding on 
his.  
Things grew suddenly quiet.  The man peered out.  
His fermented breath made my stomach turn. 
               "What," he croaked, towering over me. 
               "What are you doing to that orang-utan?" I 
demanded. 
               “None of your damn business lady,” he threw 
back.  He slammed the door!  

Boiling now, I remained there, my fist clenched.  "If I 
hear any more, I'm reporting you to Ape 
Management!" I bellowed.  "I mean it.  You moron, 
you jerk." 
               I stomped back into my apartment, my green 
eyes glaring at the wall.  No one dare slam the door in 
my face!  For a moment I listened, hoping to hear a 
whimper.  Only then could I find reason to call Ape 
Management.  But no cries came.  

In need of clean clothes, I was forced to go 
to the washer in the basement of my decrepit 
apartment building.  The incident of the day before 
fresh on my mind, I stared intensely at my neighbour's 
door like walls of fire while I carried my basket of 
clothes down the hall. 
               "Gangues Glutton Konkhead," I sneered, 
stepping inside the elevator and punching the button.  
The musty basement smell greeted me like an old 
unwelcome friend. I switched on the light hoping not 
to see the rat that left me scampering back into the 
elevator a few weeks before.  I had fervently 
mentioned it to the building's superintendent, who 
responded by putting out poison bait.  When I saw 
what my complaining had done, I felt bad that I had.  
In obscure fashion I collect what bait boxes I could 
find, tossing them into the garbage compactor.  
The basement clear of rodent activity, I put my basket 
of dirty clothes on the laundry table and stuffed the 
whites into one washer and colours into another. 
               Something moaned. 

I froze.  RAT, I thought, jerking my head to 
the boxes stacked up to the water pipes.  As if 
answering my gasp, another moan came from the 
area draped with shadows and cobwebs.  Rats don't 
moan, I reminded myself with belligerence.  Maybe 
someone was in trouble or even hurt.  "Hello," I said, 
approaching warily, wishing it would answer before I 
got to the boxes.  Curled up in the dark corner was 
someone.  Quickly, I crouched down nudging them,  
"Hey, are you okay?" It jerked its leg away, coiling 
more in the darkness.  When it covered his or her 
face with its hand, I recognized the person to be an 
ape, the one next door. Startled and even repulse I 
pulled away.  I would have left her but seeing the 
welts on her hands stopped me. 
               "What in all damn nations has that bastard 
has been doing to you?" I said out loud.  With 
empathy this time, I touched her leg.  She hissed at 
me.  Thinking she might go as far as biting me, I 
withdrew.  Apes had been known to tear a man apart 
and, if I were correct in knowing what she had been 
going through, she most certainly would let her 
frustrations out on me. I had to get her out of here.  If  
Konkhead were looking for her he would most 
certainly finish the job.  If I could just get her into my 
apartment, I thought, glancing at the elevator then at 
the boxes.  
This is nuts, I argued with myself, brushing the 
cobwebs out of my long, auburn hair.  Maybe I should 
call Ape management.  No.  First I'll get her to safety 
then call them. 
               The orang-utan was no doubt in a lot of pain.  
No animal could be reasoned with, when in that 
condition. Thinking she might trust me with the bribery 
of food I rushed back to my apartment.  Rummaging 
through my pantry I found a half-full box of sugar 
cubes and hurried back to the basement.  I was both 
relieve and hesitant as the orang-utan was still in the 
corner.  Crouching, I tapped her leg and held out a 
sugar cube.  She looked at my offering then away. 



 

 

Well at least she wasn't hissing at me. I thought, 
surprising myself because I wasn't one to look for 
silver linings in black clouds. 
               "Good yum yum." I said eating a sugar cube.  
The orang-utan ignored me.  I tapped her again.  With 
a start she looked at me. My heart set on to winning 
her faith in me, I continued to eat the cubes; pushing 
my sense of sanity by bouncing a little as I had seen 
the primates do on those old nature programs on TV.  
After all one needed to get on the animals level if they 
were to succeed. 

            "Yummy, good." I continued, rubbing my 
stomach.  I held out a cube.  The orang-utan 
cocked her head to the side.  Wary, she snatched 
the cube sniffed it then ate my offering.  I gave her 
another, eating one myself.  This time she ate 
more willingly.  Thinking she was ready to follow 
my trail of cubes leading to my apartment, I began 
by placing one on the floor. 
            She just looked at me.  Determined, I back 
off starting my trail.  Stopping at the elevator I sat 
down and waited.   
            Nothing happened.  
I returned, finding she had picked up the first 
cube.  She gave it to me as if she wanted me to 
eat it.  I did but rather reluctant as I wasn't into 
eating food that had been on a dirty basement 
floor. She covered her mouth with her hand. 
 What did that mean? I thought. In answering my 
own question I noticed she wouldn't eat the sugar 
because it was dirty.  Had they trained her at Ape 
Management enough to know you don't eat things 
off the floor? 

"Boy, do I feel stupid," I grumbled.  With a 
few more cubes I coaxed her out of the corner. She 
was hurt but didn't seem to have anything broken.  I 
was shocked to see how thin she was.  It's no wonder 
why she accepted the sugar as she was probably 
starving. 

She picked up the cubes off the floor, 
handing them to me.  In return I gave her a clean one.  
Eating the cube she followed me into the elevator.  
Coming to my floor, I couldn't cajole her into the hall.  
It took a few minutes of holding the elevator door ajar 
for me to figure out she was afraid I was taking her 
back to Konkhead.  I jammed the door with chair in 
the hall then I opened my apartment.  When I came 
back I found her curled up in the corner. 

"Come on girl," I said, gesturing with another 
cube.  Minutes past and as she slowly approached 
the entrance. My fear that Konkhead would come out, 
increased. 

"Come," I said, motioning her to follow while 
I blindly walked backward to my apartment.  Once we 
were inside I quickly closed the door. Now call Ape 
Management, I said to myself, much relieved.  
Turning on the Telemonitor I started to search for the 
number.  In the kitchen I heard dishes being moved 
around.  My task momentarily forgotten I went to 
investigate. 

"Hey, you in there," I called.  What I saw 
astonished me as well as making me sick.  As hurt as 
she was she was putting my dirty dishes into the 
dishwasher.  Not seeing me, she continued. 

"Hey, no! That's okay," I said. 
 She didn't look at me.  This is odd, I thought.  I had 
seen how apes reacted to their masters when told no.  
They would react submissive and even fearful.  So 
much that I always questioned the kind of training 
Ape Management used. 

               "No," I said.  She kept going; hardly knowing 
I was standing behind her.  As if to test my suspicion 
which nearly knocked me off my feet, I clapped my 
hands and even whistled.  Nothing.  The orang-utan 
was deaf. 
************************************************************ 

~ The First 
lesson ~ 

               "You may take a number!" said the clerk of 
customer service in Ape Management, pointing at the 
number dispenser. 
               "But I only want to ask . . ." 
               "A number," she said with petulance. 
Grumbling under my breath, I ripped one off.  
I knew I should have called, I thought, plopping 
myself down in one the cold plastic chairs which most 
of them were occupied.  I should have known this was 
going to take long.  Now I had to sit here while I have 
left an orang-utan alone in my apartment. 
               Yawning, I leaned back and crossed my 
legs. A slight soreness in my arms told me the night 
before was an adventurous one.  First I took pictures 
of the animal to be used as evidence against 
Konkhead.  The orang-utan, needing medical 
attention, prompted me to call a close friend I knew 
from the shelter days.  Mandy, steadily working on her 
degree to become a vet, came over after I told her 
what happened.  When she arrived I made it clear to 
her that I didn't want to involve Ape Management yet, 
not until, I was certain the orang-utan would be cared 
for and not destroyed. 
               "I hate to disappoint you Rose," Mandy said, 
opening her bag, "But Ape Management would have 
her put down for the fact that she has been abused 
and that she is deaf." 
               "What's wrong with that? I used to teach 
deaf children; can't she be taught?"  
               "I'd like to see you try," said Mandy, grinning.  
               "Oh no.  I decided a long time ago that I 
wasn't going to own an ape," I said putting up my 
hand as if to stop her suggestion.   

"Do you have a banana or fruit?" She asked 
her caramel colored face full of concern. 
 I shrugged. "I'm afraid not.  Would a candy bar 
work?"  
               "Depends on what it is?" she said, pulling 
out a box of pills from her bag. 
"A chocolate peanut butter bar?"  
Mandy nodded.  
After I gave her the candy, she broke off a small piece 
then stuffed a pill inside. 
               "You're not going to dope her up, are you?" 
"I have too; she's going to need some stitches. This 
will just make her groggy for a few hours," she 
assured me.  
We both approached the orang-utan.  In the kitchen 
the animal curled up in the corner, sneered then 
bolted into the bathroom.  
               "This isn't going to be easy," she said 
soberly. "She probably thinks we are out to hurt her 
more.  Here, you try," she said, giving me the candy. 
               "And have her rip my head off, no way!" 
               "You got her up here, didn't you?"  
I snatched a glance of the bathroom entrance. "You 
have a point. I just hope she will still trust me 
afterwards. Taking a deep breath I went into the 
bathroom and switched on the light. The orang-utan 
was curled up in the bathtub. 

I must have paged through every magazine 
on the table or in the rack, not to mention reading a 



 

 

few articles, when my number was finally called. 
               "Yes, . . . Now.  How may I help you?" asked 
the clerk who was a bit cordial this time. 

"Well," I said, trying hard not to appear 
conspicuous.  Before coming here and while sitting, I 
rehearsed as to what I was going to say and how. "I 
have a few questions concerning an ape who I 
suspect has been beaten." 

"By whom?" she said, typing something into 
her computer. 
               I fidget, my apprehension growing. "I was 
just wondering what would happen if that were so." 
               The clerk sighed. "The ape in question would 
be removed.  The owner would be fined and wouldn't 
be allowed to purchase another." 
               "Is that all?" I said stunned. "Back when I 
worked in the shelters, someone would go to prison 
for abusing an animal." 
               "Well, maybe so," she said frowning. "But 
this 1990.  Anyhow we don't consider our apes to be 
animals." 
               "You don't?" I glanced at the apes in the 
room. "They most certainly look like animals to me.  
What are you calling them now, slaves?" 
               "Yes, if that clarifies it for you, yes," she said 
crossly as if I had just crawled out from under a rock. 
"Now about this ape . . . " 
               "Yes," I said quickly. "I wanted ask you also 
what would happen if the ape had some kind of 
disability." 
               "Disability?" 
               "You know, deaf!" I said wondering what kind 
of rock she had been living under. 
               The age lines on her face deepened. "If the 
ape is . . . disabled. Then it would have to be put 
down." 
               "Really?" I said stiffly. 
               She slowly nodded.  "Have anymore 
questions?" 
               "No," I answered, wondering if I had gone 
too far. 
               I exited the room, pacing myself not to look 
equivocal.  Certain she was watching me I dared not 
even glance back.  Escaping, perhaps her scrutiny, I 
just stood in the hall. Shaken by what I just heard, I 
was oblivious to the humans and primates passing 
me and the announcements blaring over the wall 
speakers.  
Mandy had been right.  The orang-utan would be 
destroyed.  Such a thought revived the terrible sorrow 
I felt when we had to put down thousands of dogs and 
cats because no one wanted them for one reason or 
another.  For the orang-utan, I knew, I was left with no 
other choice.  
               While I rode the subway home, I stared 
passively at a chimpanzee and his owner.  I cringed 
because the whole idea of owning an ape was totally 
against my principles or was I just being bias.  Milling 
over that idea I knew I couldn't, as a human being, 
afford to be partial.  I had to give the orang-utan a 
chance to a productive life.  If I didn't I would be as 
guilty as Konkhead or those who abandoned their 
dogs and cats. 
               The apartment was spotless when I 
returned.  Before leaving this morning I tried to tell her 
she didn't have to clean anything that she needed to 
rest on the cot I had made into a bed for her.  Last 
night she slept by mine, building nest out of the 
pillows and blanket I had given her. 
               Somehow I had to find a way to 

communicate with her other than giving her desperate 
hand gestures.  How she had even made through 
conditioning without her trainers noticing, I wasn't 
sure.  Somehow she had learned to adapt.  If her 
owner had been patience, as I had, she wouldn't have 
made the mistakes that made him beat her.  He 
probably thought she was stupid.  Little did he know 
that she was extremely smart. 

What was I to do with her now? I pondered, 
watching her vacuum.  I then remembered what 
Mandy had said.  No, I thought.   Apes cannot 
communicate with their hands any more than they 
could talk.  Or could they? The orang-utan in the 
Plaza Bookstore was smart enough to understand the 
hand gestures her owner gave her to retrieve the right 
book. Maybe this orang-utan could learn just enough 
to understand things better. 
               I tapped her on the shoulder.  She turned, 
putting up her arm to shield her face. 
               "No. No.  It's okay," I said motioning her to 
stop. I switched off the vacuum. 
Her muscles in her arm relaxed as I led her to the 
couch were we both sat down.  I opened the book I 
had grabbed off of the shelf.  I pointed at the picture.  
Making sure she was looking at me, I touched my 
chin with my thumb. "Mother," I said, "Mother."  
I could see in her eyes that she didn't quite 
understand.  Maybe she isn't intelligent enough or 
was the picture being that of a human stopping her 
from comprehending.  Capturing an idea, another 
angle, I dug out another book from a box of stuff I had 
as a kid.  She was still waiting when I came back, 
except she was handling Boo's picture. 
               "Boo," I said, taking the photo and putting it 
on the table. "Dog," I made the sign for dog. I took her 
hand, making her do the same. "Dog." 
 Opening the animal book, I turned the pages, 
stopping at a photograph of chimpanzee with its baby. 
"Mother," I signed.  I again took her hand, having her 
thumb touch the bottom part of her muzzle. "Mother." 
               I wasn't sure if this working because she 
appeared confused.  Her gaze went from the picture 
to me.  She cocked her head to one side to the other 
then put her fingers on my lips.  I started to pull back 
but realizing she was making some kind of 
connection, I let her.  I pointed to the chimpanzee's 
picture. "Mother," I held her fingers to my lips then 
made her sign.  I directed her attention to the photo of 
the human and made her sign. 
 This time she pulled away.  Had I upset her? I 
thought.  The orang-utan then touched the page with 
her knuckles and made the sign for mother.  I stared.  
Had she only mimicked me?  "Yes, very good." I 
praised. "Mother." 
               The following day, I pulled out the 
chimpanzee picture.  The orang-utan made the sign 
for mother.  She then picked up Boo's picture and 
signed dog. 
************************************************************ 
~ The Adoption of Kelly ~ 
               My decision to keep the orang-utan made 
me find a name for her.  I didn't know what Konkhead 
called her but I, after Helen Keller, named her Kelly. 
Each day Kelly was learning to sign new words.  
Communication between she and me was ever 
improving.  Finally I was able to make her understand 
that she didn't need to clean my apartment.  Instead 
we did it together.  We even ate at the same table.  
This, at first, was quite puzzling for her, as were the 
baths.  I had a difficult time trying to get her in the tub.  



 

 

Yet seeing how I took mine she took to bathing, 
making it apart of the ritual of her grooming such as 
brushing her hair. I had one problem though. After 
she saw me shaving my legs she sort a freaked.  
What little words she knew or understood I had to find 
a way to make her understand that was a part of my 
grooming and definitely not hers.  
Another hurtle we had was her brushing her teeth.  
This was something Ape Management didn't teach.  
Mandy having mentioned how poor the apes' teeth 
were in up keep, I figured Kelly should know the art of 
dental hygiene.  I thought this would be easy until she 
got a taste of the toothpaste. She, not exactly 
agreeing with it, spat the paste out all over the mirror, 
some ending up on me.  Trying to remove the 
discomfort, she scraped her tongue with her fingers 
for over an hour. Thinking I was being wise, I then 
had her use toothpaste that tasted like bubble gum.  It 
wasn't only agreeable with her but she decided it was 
good enough to eat.  Then came the time for her to 
put the paste on her brush.  Her skill of eye and hand 
coordination needing more work, most to the paste 
ended up on the floor or the sink.  After all that, plus 
having to buy a new toothbrush every week, I wasn't 
about to go into flossing.  
               I had much to learn.  Groping for answers I 
started to go to the library, reading everything about 
the primates, to help me understand Kelly better. 
Orang-utans came from Indonesia, Borneo to be 
exact.  They arboreal, their arms longer than their 
legs.  Living where trees weren't abundant Kelly had 
adapted by becoming more bipedal, she walking a 
steady but bolt legged. Her hair colour was more like 
Boo's, a golden retriever colour with red highlights; 
not the redness most of the orang-utans possessed. 
               "She isn't the same orang-utan I saw a 
month ago," commented Mandy one night after we 
had finished eating dinner. "And you, it seems you've 
decided to live after all." 
I looked at her attentively. "I didn't know I had plan not 
to. "Here, stop Kelly," I signed. I took the two plates 
she had collected, placing them on mine. "My turn to 
put in washer," I finished. 
               Kelly nodded. "Watch TV?" She signed. 
               I nodded.              
               "Was she signing?" asked Mandy 
dumbfounded and regarding Kelly who went into the 
living room. 
               "Yeah," I said carrying the plates to the sink. 
Mandy followed. "Does she understand you?"  
I shrugged. "Enough to get along, I suppose.  I had to 
find some way to let her know she wasn't my slave." 
               "I can see that," she said impressed. "You're 
treating her as if she was your own." 
I stopped washing the dish. "Really? And how else 
am I suppose to treat her? I mean . . ." I continued to 
wash. "Boo was a dog and was treated like a dog. 
Kelly . . . well, she is an ape.  How do you treat an 
ape?" 
               "I don't know," she said. "You know, if she 
can understand you by signing, do you realize what 
you're doing?" 
               Again I was looking at my friend.  Her brown 
eyes matching the colour of her skin held serious 
concern. "No, what?" 
               "You could be teaching her how to talk." 
               I started to laugh. "Now that's about as funny 
as it is impossible.  What I have taught her is no more 
than what the orang-utan down at the Plaza 
Bookstore knows. 

               "Mere commands, if you ask me . . . Yes I 
know the one you're talking about," Mandy put in 
quickly as if to cover her sarcasm. "But what I just 
saw is something the bookstore orang-utan doesn't 
do." 
               "What's that?" 
               "She asked you if she could do something.  
Obviously, it had to do with the TV." She turned and 
for a second watched Kelly switch the channels with 
the remote. 
               "Listen, I've just taught her how to sign . . ." 
               "Deaf children communicate by signing.  
That's talking if you ask me," she put in evenly. 
               "Listen, what you're saying is entirely 
impossible.  Apes have not the intelligence much less 
the capability to communicate; other than perhaps 
understanding the gestures, expressions and even 
body language of other apes." 
               "Kelly isn't around other apes.  In fact, a lot 
of them are continuously exposed to humans who are 
constantly giving commands.  I've been observing the 
way the apes watch and respond.  In a way I think 
they have found a way to adapt, like one living in a 
strange land learning a foreign language." 
I closed the dishwasher and pressed the start button. 
The machine faintly hummed. 
               Mandy breathed deeply. "Rose, if I were you, 
I'd make it clear to her that she must not sign when 
you're in public." 
               "Why?" 
               "Whether you believe you're communicating 
with this ape or not Ape Management will." 
               "So, what's wrong with apes being able to 
talk? Maybe it's about time they heard from an ape's 
point of view." 
               "I don't think they want apes talking, Rose. 
Such intelligence would not be agreeable. In fact, it 
can be down right dangerous or even fatal for you 
and Kelly if Ape Management ever found out." 
               "You mean they might kill the both of us just 
for that?" I tossed the hand towel I had been drying 
my hands with onto the counter. "Jeez . . . What an 
attitude," I rebuked.  At this point I lost what little faith 
I had in the system. 
               "You must be cautious," she said her voice 
severe. "Have you taken Kelly out?" 
               "No,' I frowned. "I'm afraid Konkhead next 
door will see her." 
               "Has he come looking for her?" 
               "I don't know.  I think he's too drunk or 
working to even do that." 
               Mandy crossed her arms. "Well, you can't 
keep her locked up." 
               "I know," I said. Kelly was watching a 
cartoon. "She has been wanting to go with me.  In fact 
she's been driving me crazy because I won't even let 
her go out on the fire escape." 
               "Well, I don't blame her. Some how you've 
got to find a way.  She needs the fresh air." 
               "Easier said than done," I remarked. 
               I don't know if it was the sunshine or Kelly 
that finally gave me the push to take her out.  Before I 
did, I noted Konkhead's comings and goings and 
figured out when he was gone the longest, which was 
in the afternoons.  Certain of Konkhead's schedule 
Kelly and I made a routine of strolling around the 
waterfront and the market place usually packed with 
patrons of the lower city dwellers, such as myself. 
Out of context with the concrete city that loomed up 
and out of the hills, the market was the last breath of 



 

 

earlier days when fresh fruits and vegetables lie in 
open crates, where fresh fish and seafood chilled on 
chipped ice.  While shopping you could also listen to 
the music or watch the artists paint sketch or do some 
kind of craft, such as making jewellery.  Some artist 
displayed their work for sale in stalls that lined the 
sidewalks.  Stores, full of treasures from the old days, 
made up the market as well.  My liking for kites I 
visited the Kite Corner quite often, conversing with the 
owner who was a friend.   On First and Main was a 
gospel mission, where if you listen to the sermon, you 
could have a free meal.  
Most of the unemployed had made this their meeting 
place, which I avoided since having Kelly.  Apes were 
not welcomed.  I went to one of the meetings one 
time only to leave because I couldn't stand the 
bigotry.  

My favourite place was the old movie 
theatre, which played only movies made before the 
1980's, most being classics, and black and white 
known as BWs. 

And the police.  They were always a 
presence here, whereas the apes were not.  Most of 
patrons were low income.  Some of them were the 
bottom of the hierarchy of the human race.  
The police reminded me of the SS of Nazi Germany. 
They wore uniforms short of an armband baring the 
swastika. I wondered how a country that, less than 
fifty years ago fought against such a monstrosity, had 
resorted to such an analogy.  We indeed lived in a 
totalitarian society, though most would argue that we 
haven't been better. For me, the grandeur of the 
contemporary city and the state-of-the-art technology 
was nothing more than a mirage to the truth of the 
human condition. 
               Kelly and I made a habit of buying fresh 
baked bread and fruit.  We would then go feed the 
pigeons at Southway Park.  Kelly loved it.  She was 
so easy to please and so eager to have me show her 
things. We had such a fine time that one-day we 
stayed longer than I had anticipated.  Finding out 
what time it was, we hurried home. 
I had just put the key into my lock when Konkhead 
walked out of the elevator.  My heart went to my 
throat.  Kelly, starting to whimper, hid behind me.  If 
she hadn't been on the leash she would have bolted. 
               "You thief," he declared, pointing at me. 
"You have stolen my ape!" 
               "No I didn't," I said on the defensive.  I wasn't 
about to let him go down that road. "I found her in the 
basement." 
               "Well, you can give it back to me . . ." 

"No," I said. "As far as she is concerned, I'm 
her human." 
               The man looked me rather perplexed. 
"What?  I don't understand. Don't you have that 
turned around?" 
               "Maybe." Kelly pulled more on the leash, 
whimpering more. "Kelly," I said. "It's okay." I 
unlocked my door, pushing it open. "Go home." 
               "Now you’re making sense," he said 
approvingly. "I always thought you were a little odd," 
he went on. Kelly, her eyes on him, went into my 
apartment. 
               "Hey that's my ape!" 
               "Not for long." I closed the door then crossed 
my arms. "I wonder what Ape Management would say 
if they saw the pictures of what you did to her." 
               "Pictures?" 
               "Yeah.  I'm a photographer.  I'm pretty good 

at capturing the moment.  I think Ape Management 
would agree." 
               "You're bluffing." 
               I stared at him. "Please.  Do I look like 
someone who bluffs?" 
               Konkhead paused. "You're not going to show 
them are you?" 
               "Yes," I replied with conviction. "And when I 
do, I promise you I'll send you a picture every 
Christmas while you do time." 
               "They don't send you to prison." 
               "Perhaps, but once they see what you've 
been doing to this ape, I think they are really going to 
toast your ass." I could see Konkhead was seriously 
considering in what I just said.  "What do you want?" 
He then asked in a steady and cautious voice. 
               I smirked.  Pulling out my credit card I 
replied. "I want to buy her for the same amount you 
paid." I said, thinking he didn't even deserve this. 
               "All right," he replied slowly. "I'll have you 
know this is extortion." 
               "Call it what you like, sir. To me it's saving 
the ape's life . . ." 
               "She not worth much.  She's stupid.  I got a 
bad deal." 
               "Does it mean I don't have to pay much?" 
               "Of course not, one thousand credits." 
               I nodded.  I would have disputed over his 
asking price but for Kelly's sake I had to comply. One 
thousand credits pretty much clean out my account 
but it was well worth the cleaning. Konkhead, after 
receiving my credits, gave me the papers.  He 
stressed to me, in rather a mocking way, that I had to 
go down to Ape Management to register Kelly under 
my name.  I then rebuked, telling him if he were to 
purchase another, I'd report him immediately. 
Walking back to the apartment, I read over Kelly's 
papers. "Hum . . . she's a Virgo.  It's no wonder we 
get along." 
 
 

 



 

 

PLANET OF THE APES ENCYCLOPEDIA :  THE LEGACY 
 
Breakdown of the storyline and scenes - A-Z reference of all characters and items from the classic 1974 TV episode 
 
1 TV Show Opening Credits (same for all TV episodes)  Astronauts Virdon and Burke are in their space craft as their ship is 
thrown into the future.  The scene transposes to the future world of Apes with footage of the astronauts on the run from 
gorillas with a shot of Galen.   Earth time and Ship time match dates at August 19th 1980.  The latest date shown for the 
earth time clock is June 14th  3085.  Credits read:  Roddy McDowall, Ron Harper, James Naughton 
2 Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills and take a stop to talk about how Galen’s life has changed since 
they started traveling together as renegades and how they are now being hunted by General Urko. They stop for a quick rest 
panting tired from traveling and stop to have water.   They continue to make their way to the top of a hill to look around. They 
see the ruins of an old city which turns out to be Oakland City.  Galen, Virdon and Burke make their way into the city which 
appears to be deserted and full of ruins.  A small barking dog follows them down a main street full of rubble.   
3 An old man that does not speak comes out of the building - he appears to be scared of them.  A female girl also makes 
her way into a building behind them.  The sound of horses is heard and the 3 renegades, Galen, Virdon and Burke, run for 
cover as four gorilla soldiers on horse back make their way down the city street.  They hide until the horses pass by.    They 
wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors of a huge building which they think was a 
Colosseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on the building says it is the Oakland Science 
Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, the scientists had predicted that humanity 
was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human knowledge in various vaults such as this 
institute and other places around the world. 
4  Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull 
away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door opens 
upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what it is but 
it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns on a 
projection of a hologram person which is projected across the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white outfit 
who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The 
hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the 
hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry and try to find power to get the machine to continue 
presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what he has seen.  Virdon states that there is probably 
zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer 
powered up again.    
5 Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery to 
power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur 
Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon 
says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.   
6 Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans 
Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They also 
notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have 
found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the 
film”.   
7 As they start to run away a gorilla shoots once at Burke.  Galen clumsily runs off by himself into an abandoned building.   
8 Virdon runs around the corner but trips and twists his ankle.  A young boy named Kraik watches Virdon running.  Virdon 
comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where a female named Arn is already hiding.  Arn panics when Virdon 
comes near her.   The boy Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla soldiers and offers to tell them information if they will give 
him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are starving.   Another gorilla soldier comes around the corner and 
catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of them away for questioning.  Kraik finds an apple the gorilla 
soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved. 
9 Galen and Burke are working in another abandoned building arguing over the orders Virdon had given before they were 
separated.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.   
10 Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they 
find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the location of the other renegades Burke and 
Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground. 
11 Burke and Galen are sneaking through the streets.  They come across another male human who panics and runs away 
from them without saying a word.    
12 Dr. Zaius and General Urko are sitting discussing Virdon.  Urko says he will beat or kill Virdon if necessary.  Zaius 
mentions the High Council and states that killing Virdon will achieve nothing if the other renegades continue to spread the 
message that could cause unrest with the other humans.   
13 Two gorilla soldiers question Kraik .  They tell the boy they will give him all the food he wants if he finds out information 
for them. 
14 The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The gorilla says she was the woman of 
Tomar the rebel.   
15 Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks around to see if he can 
get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there silent.  He runs over to the woman Arn to 
see if she is ok.   
16 A gorilla soldier with a rifle on guard is near strangled to death by Burke until Galen points the rifle at the gorilla.  They 
question the gorilla about where Virdon is held captive.   
17 Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in a building that looks like a 
castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th century Baron.  Virdon notices 



 

 

bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally comes loose enough to bend 
open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so Virdon realizes he is being 
kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen. 
18 Galen and Burke are arguing again back at their hideout.  Burke continues to work on building the battery. 
19 Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th century.  Zaius states to Urko that he 
has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things 
they could never drag out of him. 
20 Virdon introduces himself to the boy Kraik officially.  Virdon is sitting at a fire he built.  He teaches Kraik the meaning of 
the handshake.  Kraik tells Virdon he has no family.   
21 Burke continues to work on the battery while Galen questions him nervously about what they should do.   
22 The woman Arn finds food that Kraik tries to take but Virdon teaches him to save some of it for another day.  With a pot 
they work on sorting and cooking food. 
23 Red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and 
Zaius are.  Urko says he will go and hunt for Galen and Burke. 
24 Virdon sits with Arn and Kraik and they all eat the stew they made.  Kraik questions Virdon about the location of his 
friends Galen and Burke.   
25 Galen goes to touch the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day but Burke warns him to stay away 
from it.  They call it a night. 
26 Kraik comes to watch Virdon building an airplane out of wood.  Virdon explained how in the past many people would fly 
and people were better off back then than now.  Virdon goes and sits with Arn.   
27 Gorilla soldiers continue to look for the renegades. They find two other humans but Urko dismisses them as being the 
wrong people.  Galen watches.   
28 Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way. 
29 Virdon makes a pouch for Kraik.  Virdon asks Kraik to go find firewood and Arn questions Virdon about whether his 
stories are true.  Virdon tells Kraik there is a machine in the Institute that can help them.  Arn tells Virdon when she first met 
Tomar he lived on a farm with his brother Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Virdon notices the airplane he built is missing 
and goes to ask Kraik for it.  Kraik throws down the plane and says “I hate you” to Virdon. 
30 Kraik goes to see the gorilla soldier to collect a reward for information he got about Virdon. 
31 Kraik comes back to the castle where Arn and Virdon are kept prisoners.  He picks up the airplane and Arn tells him that 
it was made special for him by Virdon. 
32 Six gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen. 
33 Kraik apologizes to Virdon and tells him he knows a way out of the castle where they are held prisoners. 
34 Kraik goes back to the gorilla soldier and makes up a story about a gun that Virdon had.  Virdon jumps out the window 
onto the gorilla guard and they wrestle.   Virdon succeeds and helps Arn escape.  Kraik, Virdon and Arn make their getaway. 
35 General Urko tells Dr. Zaius that nothing was found in the Institute.  Zaius takes him back to look again 
36 Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a manhole in the middle of the street back to the Oakland City Institute. 
37 General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards make their way towards Oakland City Institute. 
38 Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen to the 
computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   A 
message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the 
location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the 
hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g 
orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street. 
39 Burke turns on the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.   
40 Urko, Zaius and the gorilla soldiers ride quickly through the city past various starving humans. 
41 Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and 
Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive. 
42 Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the 
Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set 
everything on fire to destroy it all. 
43 A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm 
where she used to live with Tomar.   Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
44 TV Show Closing Credits - text appearing overtop image of gorilla on horseback holding gun in background 
 
A - Z       ALL REFERENCES IN "THE LEGACY"  
 
16TH CENTURY BARON  - Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks 
around to see if he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there silent.  He runs 
over to the woman Arn to see if she is ok.  Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They 
are kept in a building that looks like a castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like 
a 16th century Baron.  Virdon notices bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it 
finally comes loose enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet 
missed so Virdon realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen. 
1988 AUGUST 19 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening credits 
3085 JUNE 14 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits 
1974 - Copyright year for the TV episode "The Legacy"  
A GOOD MAN - Chapter 7 on DVD for "The Legacy"    
AMPTP - used for creation of episode “The Legacy” logo given in final credits 
A PLACE OF KNOWLEDGE - Chapter 9 on DVD for "The Legacy"         



 

 

AIRPLANE  - Kraik comes to watch Virdon building an airplane out of wood.  Virdon explained how in the past many people 
would fly and people were better off back then than now.  Later Virdon notices the airplane he built is missing and goes to 
ask Kraik for it.  Kraik throws down the plane and says “I hate you” to Virdon.  Kraik goes to see the gorilla soldier to collect 
a reward for information he got about Virdon. 
APE HEADQUARTERS IN OAKLAND CITY - Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes 
headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the 
location of the other renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground.  Dr. Zaius and General 
Urko are sitting discussing Virdon.  Urko says he will beat or kill Virdon if necessary.  Zaius mentions the High Council and 
states that killing Virdon will achieve nothing if the other renegades continue to spread the message that could cause unrest 
with the other humans.   The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The gorilla says she 
was the woman of Tomar the rebel.  Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th 
century.  Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  
Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.   Red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla 
head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and Zaius are.  Urko says he will go and hunt for Galen and 
Burke. 
ARN - Female speaking human approx age 30, long blonde hair lives alone in ruins of Oakland City.  While trying to escape 
from gorilla soldiers Virdon comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where the female Arn is already hiding.  Arn 
panics when Virdon comes near her.   The boy Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla soldiers and offers to tell them 
information if they will give him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are starving.   Another gorilla soldier 
comes around the corner and catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of them away for questioning.  Kraik 
finds an apple the gorilla soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved.  Later Arn is brought in for questioning by 
General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The gorilla says she was the woman of Tomar the rebel.  Soon afterwards Virdon is taken by 
gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks around to see if he can get out.  He notices 
he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there silent.  He runs over to the woman Arn to see if she is ok.  
Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in a building that looks like a 
castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th century Baron.  Virdon notices 
bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally comes loose enough to bend 
open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so Virdon realizes he is being 
kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen.  Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in 
the 20th century.  Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family 
situations.  Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.   Arn finds food that Kraik tries to 
take but Virdon teaches him to save some of it for another day.  With a pot they work on sorting and cooking food.   Virdon 
sits with Arn and Kraik and they all eat the stew they made.  Kraik questions Virdon about the location of his friends Galen 
and Burke.   Kraik comes to watch Virdon building an airplane out of wood.  Virdon explained how in the past many people 
would fly and people were better off back then than now.  Virdon goes and sits with Arn.  Virdon makes a pouch for Kraik.  
Virdon asks Kraik to go find firewood and Arn questions Virdon about whether his stories are true.  Virdon tells Kraik there is 
a machine in the Institute that can help them.  Arn tells Virdon when she first met Tomar he lived on a farm with his brother 
Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Virdon notices the airplane he built is missing and goes to ask Kraik for it.  Kraik throws 
down the plane and says “I hate you” to Virdon.   Kraik comes back to the castle where Arn and Virdon are kept prisoners.  
He picks up the airplane and Arn tells him that it was made special for him by Virdon.  Kraik goes back to the gorilla soldier 
and makes up a story about a gun that Virdon had.  Virdon jumps out the window onto the gorilla guard and they wrestle.   
Virdon succeeds and helps Arn escape.  Kraik, Virdon and Arn make their getaway.   Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way 
from a manhole in the middle of the street back to the Oakland City Institute. Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from 
the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message 
Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of 
the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future 
generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.   
The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the gorillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn 
on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.   Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as 
Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway 
station before Urko and his men arrive.   A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and 
take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.   Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and 
leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
AUGUST 19 1988 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening credits 
BACON, ARCH - Art Director for “The Legacy” 
BAIT, THE - Chapter 5 on DVD for "The Legacy"          
BASE CONDUCTOR  - Inside the Oakland Science Institute the computer with the projected hologram ends in the middle of 
its message and Galen, Virdon and Burke go looking for ways to repower it.   Virdon states that there is probably zink in the 
power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up 
again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery 
to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur 
Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon 
says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices 
six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke 
who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape 
with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree 
to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Later Burke and 
Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.  Later 
Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.    Galen goes to touch 
the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day but Burke warns him to stay away.  Burke succeeds in 



 

 

creating his battery and has power for the computer to get the message.  
BATTERY  - Inside the Oakland Science Institute the computer with the projected hologram ends in the middle of its 
message and Galen, Virdon and Burke go looking for ways to repower it.   Virdon states that there is probably zink in the 
power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up 
again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery 
to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur 
Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon 
says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices 
six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke 
who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape 
with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree 
to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Later Burke and 
Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.  Later 
Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.    Burke succeeds in 
creating his battery and has power for the computer to get the message.  
BETHUNE, ZINA - Actor, plays the role of ARN in “The Legacy” 
BOULLE, PIERRE - original creator of POTA, “The Legacy” based upon characters created 
BURKE, Pete - young astronaut, brown hair, white male one of 2 human astronauts.  He travels with astronaut Virdon and 
renegade chimp Galen.   Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills and take a stop to talk about how Galen’s 
life has changed since they started traveling together as renegades and how they are now being hunted by General Urko. 
They stop for a quick rest panting tired from traveling and stop to have water.   They continue to make their way to the top of 
a hill to look around. They see the ruins of an old city which turns out to be Oakland City.  Galen, Virdon and Burke make 
their way into the city which appears to be deserted and full of ruins.  A small barking dog follows them down a main street 
full of rubble.  An old man that does not speak comes out of the building - he appears to be scared of them.  A female girl 
also makes her way into a building behind them.  The sound of horses is heard and the 3 renegades, Galen, Virdon and 
Burke, run for cover as four gorilla soldiers on horse back make their way down the city street.  They hide until the horses 
pass by.    They wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors of a huge building which they 
think was a Colloseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on the building says it is the 
Oakland Science Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, the scientists had 
predicted that humanity was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human knowledge in 
various vaults such as this institute and other places around the world.  Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more 
rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  
Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a 
large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push 
buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which is projected across 
the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have 
kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete 
on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry 
and try to find power to get the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what 
he has seen.  Virdon states that there is probably zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a 
container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through 
rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden 
boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the 
right temperature  with water and oxygen  you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found 
and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way 
through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to 
be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly 
start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science 
Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Eventually Galen and Burke find each other and are 
working in another abandoned building arguing over the orders Virdon had given before they were separated.  Burke states 
they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.  Later on Burke and Galen are 
sneaking through the streets.  They come across another male human who panics and runs away from them without saying 
a word.   Later on a gorilla soldier with a rifle on guard is near strangled to death by Burke until Galen points the rifle at the 
gorilla.  They question the gorilla about where Virdon is held captive.  Later that night Galen and Burke are arguing again 
back at their hideout.  Burke continues to work on building the battery.  A while later Burke continues to work on the battery 
while Galen questions him nervously about what they should do.  Eventually Galen goes to touch the sulphuric acid brewing 
in a pot that Burke worked on all day.  They call it a night.  Soon later Burke is working on hooking the battery to the 
computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.  Six gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute 
looking for Burke and Galen.  Galen and Burke have found out the secret location and make their way there.  Burke turns on 
the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the 
Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and 
his men arrive.   Immediately after a huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn 
and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.   Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn 
and Kraik at the farm. 
CASTLE  - Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks around to see 
if he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there silent.  He runs over to the 
woman Arn to see if she is ok.  Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in 
a building that looks like a castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th 
century Baron.  Virdon notices bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally 
comes loose enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so 



 

 

Virdon realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen. 
COLMAN, BOOTH - Actor, plays the role of ZAIUS in “The Legacy” 
COMPUTERS - Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks 
so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door 
opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what 
it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns 
on a projection of a hologram person which is projected across the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white 
outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The 
hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the 
hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry and try to find power to get the machine to continue 
presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what he has seen.  Virdon states that there is probably 
zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer 
powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to 
create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes 
will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature  with water and oxygen you get 
Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a 
battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two 
humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They 
also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they 
have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find 
the film”.   Later Burke and Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to 
power the computer.  Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.    
Later Virdon tells Kraik there is a machine in the Institute that can help them.  Later six gorilla soldiers with General Urko 
enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen.   General Urko tells Dr. Zaius that nothing was found in the 
Institute.  Zaius takes him back to look again   Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a manhole in the middle of the 
street back to the Oakland City Institute.   General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards make their way towards Oakland 
City Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen 
to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   
A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the 
location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the 
hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g 
orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.   
Burke turns on the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.   Urko, Zaius and the gorilla soldiers ride quickly 
through the city past various starving humans.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station 
with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.   
Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the 
Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set 
everything on fire to destroy it all.   A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city  
COPPER PLUMBING PIPE  - Inside the Oakland Science Institute the computer with the projected hologram ends in the 
middle of its message and Galen, Virdon and Burke go looking for ways to repower it.   Virdon states that there is probably 
zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer 
powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to 
create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes 
will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get 
Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a 
battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two 
humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They 
also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they 
have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find 
the film”.  Later Burke and Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to 
power the computer.  Later Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the 
way.    Galen goes to touch the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day but Burke warns him to stay 
away.  Burke succeeds in creating his battery and has power for the computer to get the message.  
DANGEROUS KNOWLEDGE - Chapter 14 on DVD for "The Legacy"     
DELUXE - Color for “The Legacy” 
DERLIN - Male human - brother of the late rebel Tomar who was the mate of Arn.  Tomar and Arn lived at Devlin’s farm 
outside of what was once Oakland City.  The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The 
gorilla says she was the woman of Tomar the rebel.    Later Arn tells Virdon when she first met Tomar he lived on a farm 
with his brother Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Eventually Galen, Virdon and Burke escape from Oakland City and take 
Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.  Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn 
and Kraik at the farm. 
DIMSDALE, HOWARD - Executive Story Consultant for “The Legacy” 
DOG - Animal In Oakland City. Galen, Virdon and Burke make their way into the city which appears to be deserted and full 
of ruins.  A small barking dog follows them down a main street full of rubble.   
END TITLES - Chapter 16 on DVD for "The Legacy"    
ESCAPE - Chapter 11 on DVD for "The Legacy"          
EVANS, MARK - Production Supervisor for “The Legacy” 
FAMILIAL FLAW, THE - Chapter 6 on DVD for "The Legacy"    
FARM - Living place outside of Oakland City owned by Derlin the brother of Tomar the rebel.  Tomar and Arn lived at 



 

 

Devlin’s farm outside of what was once Oakland City.  Eventually Galen, Virdon and Burke escape from Oakland City and 
take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.  Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and 
leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
FINNERMAN, GERALD PERRY A.S.C. - Director of Photography for “The Legacy” 
FLAGS  - Red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko 
and Zaius are.   
GALEN - Young adult male chimpanzee.  Considered a renegade by other apes.  He travels along with the human 
astronauts Virdon and Burke.  He is wanted by Zaius and Urko.   Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills 
and take a stop to talk about how Galen’s life has changed since they started traveling together as renegades and how they 
are now being hunted by General Urko. They stop for a quick rest panting tired from traveling and stop to have water.   They 
continue to make their way to the top of a hill to look around. They see the ruins of an old city which turns out to be Oakland 
City.  Galen, Virdon and Burke make their way into the city which appears to be deserted and full of ruins.  A small barking 
dog follows them down a main street full of rubble.  An old man that does not speak comes out of the building - he appears 
to be scared of them.  A female girl also makes her way into a building behind them.  The sound of horses is heard and the 
3 renegades, Galen, Virdon and Burke, run for cover as four gorilla soldiers on horse back make their way down the city 
street.  They hide until the horses pass by.    They wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors 
of a huge building which they think was a Colloseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on 
the building says it is the Oakland Science Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, 
the scientists had predicted that humanity was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human 
knowledge in various vaults such as this institute and other places around the world.  Inside the Oakland Science Institute 
they find more rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a 
vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the 
room and find a large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon 
starts to push buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which is 
projected across the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow 
scientists have kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is in 
bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   
They start to worry and try to find power to get the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and 
is amazed by what he has seen.  Virdon states that there is probably zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing 
pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt 
through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some 
wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend 
it at the right temperature  with water and oxygen  you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they 
found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way 
through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to 
be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly 
start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science 
Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Galen clumsily runs off by himself into an abandoned 
building.   Eventually Galen and Burke are working in another abandoned building arguing over the orders Virdon had given 
before they were separated.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the 
computer.  Later on Burke and Galen are sneaking through the streets.  They come across another male human who panics 
and runs away from them without saying a word.   Later on a gorilla soldier with a rifle on guard is near strangled to death by 
Burke until Galen points the rifle at the gorilla.  They question the gorilla about where Virdon is held captive.  Later that night 
Galen and Burke are arguing again back at their hideout.  Burke continues to work on building the battery.  A while later 
Burke continues to work on the battery while Galen questions him nervously about what they should do.  Eventually Galen 
goes to touch the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day.  They call it a night.  The next day gorilla 
soldiers continue to look for the renegades. They find two other humans but Urko dismisses them as being the wrong 
people.  Galen watches.   Soon later Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of 
gorillas on the way.  Six gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen.  
Galen and Burke have found out the secret location and make their way there.  Burke turns on the main computer at the 
Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and 
Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.   Immediately 
after a huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm 
where she used to live with Tomar.   Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
GLASSMAN, RICHARD - Unit Production Manager for “The Legacy” 
GORILLA SOLDIERS - Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice 
the two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the 
city.  They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and 
ingredients they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the 
projector rolling and find the film”.   As they start to run away a gorilla shoots once at Burke.  Galen clumsily runs off by 
himself into an abandoned building.  Virdon runs around the corner but trips and twists his ankle.  A young boy named Kraik 
watches Virdon running.  Virdon comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where a female named Arn is already 
hiding.  Arn panics when Virdon comes near her.   The boy Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla soldiers and offers to tell 
them information if they will give him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are starving.   Another gorilla 
soldier comes around the corner and catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of them away for 
questioning.  Kraik finds an apple the gorilla soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved.   Dr. Zaius and General 
Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept 
captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the location of the other renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry 
and kicks Virdon to the ground.  Later two gorilla soldiers question Kraik .  They tell the boy they will give him all the food he 
wants if he finds out information for them.   The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  



 

 

The gorilla says she was the woman of Tomar the rebel.    Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  
They leave him alone.  He looks around to see if he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman 
both sitting there silent.  He runs over to the woman Arn to see if she is ok.    Soon after a gorilla soldier with a rifle on guard 
is near strangled to death by Burke until Galen points the rifle at the gorilla.  They question the gorilla about where Virdon is 
held captive.  Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in a building that 
looks like a castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th century Baron.  
Virdon notices bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally comes loose 
enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so Virdon 
realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen.  Later red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla 
head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and Zaius are.  Urko says he will go and hunt for Galen and 
Burke.   Gorilla soldiers continue to look for the renegades. They find two other humans but Urko dismisses them as being 
the wrong people.  Galen watches.  Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas 
on the way.   Kraik goes to see the gorilla soldier to collect a reward for information he got about Virdon.   Six gorilla soldiers 
with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen.  Kraik goes back to the gorilla soldier and 
makes up a story about a gun that Virdon had.  Virdon jumps out the window onto the gorilla guard and they wrestle.   Virdon 
succeeds and helps Arn escape.  Kraik, Virdon and Arn make their getaway.  General Urko tells Dr. Zaius that nothing was 
found in the Institute.  Zaius takes him back to look again  General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards make their way 
towards Oakland City Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret 
so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the 
computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to 
Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier 
calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building 
which Urko, Zaius and the g orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back 
through the manhole in the street.   Urko, Zaius and the gorilla soldiers ride quickly through the city past various starving 
humans.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen 
and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.  Knowledge - death and destruction is 
the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep 
the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set everything on fire to destroy it all.  A huge 
explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city. 
GORILLAS’ PRISONERS - Chapter 4 on DVD for "The Legacy"              
HALEY, JACKIE EARLIE - Actor, plays the role of KRAIK in “The Legacy” 
HARPER, RON - Actor, plays the role of ALAN VIRDON in “The Legacy” 
HIRSCHMAN, HERBERT - Executive Producer for “The Legacy” 
HOUGH, STAN - Producer for “The Legacy” 
HUBERT, AXEL A.C.E. - Film Editor for “The Legacy” 
JACK COLE FILM GROUP - Titles designed for “The Legacy” 
JUNE 14 3085 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits 
KRAIK - A young human boy approximate age 12 raised alone in the ruins of Oakland City. He watches Virdon running 
trying to get away from gorilla soldiers in the city.  Virdon comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where a 
female named Arn is already hiding.  Arn panics when Virdon comes near her.   Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla 
soldiers and offers to tell them information if they will give him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are 
starving.   Another gorilla soldier comes around the corner and catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of 
them away for questioning.  Kraik finds an apple the gorilla soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved.  Soon 
later two gorilla soldiers question Kraik .  They tell the boy they will give him all the food he wants if he finds out information 
for them.  Later on Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks around 
to see if he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy Kraik and the woman Arn both sitting there silent.    Virdon 
asks Kraik and Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in a building that looks like a castle which Virdon says 
was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th century Baron.  Virdon notices bars on the windows so 
they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally comes loose enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier 
notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so Virdon realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to 
lure in Burke and Galen.   Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th century.  
Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  Zaius knows 
Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.    Virdon introduces himself to the boy Kraik officially.  Virdon 
is sitting at a fire he built.  He teaches Kraik the meaning of the handshake.  Kraik tells Virdon he has no family.  Arn finds 
food that Kraik tries to take but Virdon teaches him to save some of it for another day.  With a pot they work on sorting and 
cooking food.   Virdon sits with Arn and Kraik and they all eat the stew they made.  Kraik questions Virdon about the location 
of his friends Galen and Burke.  Kraik comes to watch Virdon building an airplane out of wood.  Virdon explained how in the 
past many people would fly and people were better off back then than now.  Virdon goes and sits with Arn.  Virdon makes a 
pouch for Kraik.  Virdon asks Kraik to go find firewood and Arn questions Virdon about whether his stories are true.   Virdon 
tells Kraik there is a machine in the Institute that can help them.  Arn tells Virdon when she first met Tomar he lived on a 
farm with his brother Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Virdon notices the airplane he built is missing and goes to ask Kraik 
for it.  Kraik throws down the plane and says “I hate you” to Virdon.   Kraik goes to see the gorilla soldier to collect a reward 
for information he got about Virdon.   Kraik comes back to the castle where Arn and Virdon are kept prisoners.  He picks up 
the airplane and Arn tells him that it was made special for him by Virdon.   Kraik apologizes to Virdon and tells him he knows 
a way out of the castle where they are held prisoners.   Kraik goes back to the gorilla soldier and makes up a story about a 
gun that Virdon had.  Virdon jumps out the window onto the gorilla guard and they wrestle.   Virdon succeeds and helps Arn 
escape.  Kraik, Virdon and Arn make their getaway.   Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a manhole in the middle of 
the street back to the Oakland City Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is 
kept secret so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees 
the computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway 



 

 

to Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla 
soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow 
building which Urko, Zaius and the gorillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station 
back through the manhole in the street.   Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with 
Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.    A 
huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she 
used to live with Tomar.   Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
LENARD, MARK - Actor, plays the role of URKO in "The Legacy" 
MAGIC - Galen says its magic when the hologram from the Oakland Science Institute computer begins to speak and project 
an image of a human talking scientist who speaks  
MAIN TITLES - Chapter 1 on DVD for "The Legacy"     
MANDELIK, GIL - Assistant Director for “The Legacy” 
MATTERS OF TRUST - Chapter 10 on DVD for "The Legacy"   
McDOUGALL, DON - Director for “The Legacy” 
McDOWALL, RODDY - Actor, plays the role of GALEN in “The Legacy” 
MESSAGE FROM THE PAST - Chapter 3 on DVD for "The Legacy"       
MIDTOWN RAILWAY STATION - The computer’s hologram image at the Oakland Science Institute tells that information is 
kept at the Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station.  The gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world 
information is kept for future generations in computers.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius 
and the g orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in 
the street.  Burke turns on the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign 
found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the 
railway station before Urko and his men arrive.  Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as 
they find the massive computers working in the Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep the information and power for himself 
but Zaius talks him out of it so they set everything on fire to destroy it all.  A huge explosion goes off and the renegades 
make their way out of the city  
NAUGHTON, JAMES - Actor, plays the role of PETE BURKE in “The Legacy” 
NEWMAN, LIONEL - Music Supervision for “The Legacy” 
NO LONGER ALONE - Chapter 15 on DVD for "The Legacy"    
OAKLAND CITY - Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills and take a stop to talk about how Galen’s life 
has changed since they started traveling together as renegades and how they are now being hunted by General Urko. They 
stop for a quick rest panting tired from traveling and stop to have water.   They continue to make their way to the top of a hill 
to look around. They see the ruins of an old city which turns out to be Oakland City.  Galen, Virdon and Burke make their 
way into the city which appears to be deserted and full of ruins.  A small barking dog follows them down a main street full of 
rubble.  An old man that does not speak comes out of the building - he appears to be scared of them.  A female girl also 
makes her way into a building behind them.  The sound of horses is heard and the 3 renegades, Galen, Virdon and Burke, 
run for cover as four gorilla soldiers on horse back make their way down the city street.  They hide until the horses pass by.    
They wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors of a huge building which they think was a 
Colloseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on the building says it is the Oakland Science 
Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, the scientists had predicted that humanity 
was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human knowledge in various vaults such as this 
institute and other places around the world.   Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more rubble but notice a wall 
buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that 
opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a large vintage old computer.  
They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push buttons to see if he can make it 
turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which is projected across the room.   The projection is of an 
elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have kept the worlds information in 
vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The 
location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry and try to find power to get 
the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what he has seen.  Virdon states 
that there is probably zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might 
get the computer powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients 
they need to create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it 
the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature  with water and oxygen  
you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might 
create a battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the 
two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  
They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients 
they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and 
find the film”.  As they start to run away a gorilla shoots once at Burke.  Galen clumsily runs off by himself into an abandoned 
building.  Virdon runs around the corner but trips and twists his ankle.  A young boy named Kraik watches Virdon running.  
Virdon comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where a female named Arn is already hiding.  Arn panics when 
Virdon comes near her.   The boy Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla soldiers and offers to tell them information if they will 
give him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are starving.   Another gorilla soldier comes around the corner 
and catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of them away for questioning.  Kraik finds an apple the gorilla 
soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved.  Galen and Burke are working in another abandoned building arguing 
over the orders Virdon had given before they were separated.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on 
building the battery to power the computer.    Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes 
headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the 



 

 

location of the other renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground.  Burke and Galen are 
sneaking through the streets.  They come across another male human who panics and runs away from them without saying 
a word.   Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him alone.  He looks around to see if 
he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there silent.  He runs over to the 
woman Arn to see if she is ok.  Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being held captive.   They are kept in 
a building that looks like a castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man who wanted to live like a 16th 
century Baron.  Virdon notices bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on yanking one of the bars until it finally 
comes loose enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so 
Virdon realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen.  Red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla 
head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and Zaius are.  Urko says he will go and hunt for Galen and 
Burke.   Later Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a manhole in the middle of the street back to the Oakland City 
Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen to 
the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   
A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the 
location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the 
hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g 
orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.   
Burke turns on the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.   Urko, Zaius and the gorilla soldiers ride quickly 
through the city past various starving humans.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station 
with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.   
Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the 
Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set 
everything on fire to destroy it all.  A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn 
and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.    
OAKLAND SCIENCE INSTITUTE - Galen, Virdon and Burke make their way unknowingly into the ruins of Oakland City.  
They wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors of a huge building which they think was a 
Colloseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on the building says it is the Oakland Science 
Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, the scientists had predicted that humanity 
was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human knowledge in various vaults such as this 
institute and other places around the world.  Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more rubble but notice a wall 
buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that 
opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a large vintage old computer.  
They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push buttons to see if he can make it 
turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which is projected across the room.   The projection is of an 
elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have kept the worlds information in 
vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The 
location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry and try to find power to get 
the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what he has seen.  Virdon states 
that there is probably zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might 
get the computer powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients 
they need to create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it 
the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature  with water and oxygen  
you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might 
create a battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the 
two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  
They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients 
they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and 
find the film”.   
Later on Virdon tells Kraik there is a machine in the Institute that can help them.  Kraik gives the gorillas information so six 
gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen.   General Urko tells Dr. Zaius 
that nothing was found in the Institute.  Zaius takes him back to look again.  Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a 
manhole in the middle of the street back to the Oakland City Institute.  General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards 
make their way towards Oakland City Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer 
is kept secret so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius 
sees the computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station 
gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One 
gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.  Everyone leaves the Institute for 
the last time as they make their way to the Railway Station.  In our real time there are many Science Institutes in Oakland in 
our modern early 21st century 
PAIGE, MARVIN - Casting for “The Legacy” 
PHILLIPS, ROBERT - Actor, plays the role of GORILLA CAPTAIN in “The Legacy” 
PHOTOGRAPH - Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th century.  Zaius states 
to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  Zaius knows Virdon will 
tell the boy things they could never drag out of him. 
POUCH - Virdon makes a pouch for Kraik.  Virdon said that boys in the 20th Century loved to have pouches to carry their 
items. 
RACE TO THE VAULT - Chapter 13 on DVD for "The Legacy"  
RCA PHOTOPHONE - Sound Recording for “The Legacy” 
REISS, STUART A . - Set Decorator for “The Legacy” 
RUBY, JOE - Story Consultant along with Ken Spears for “The Legacy” 



 

 

RUINED CITY, THE - Chapter 2 on DVD for "The Legacy"         
SCHIFRIN, LALO - Music for “The Legacy” 
SCIENTIST - Holographic projected image of a 20th Century elderly white human scientist.  Inside the Oakland Science 
Institute they find more rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to 
unbury a vaulted room.  Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in 
to the room and find a large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and 
Virdon starts to push buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which 
is projected across the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his 
fellow scientists have kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is 
in bedded in concrete on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that 
moment.   They start to worry and try to find power to get the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its 
magic and is amazed by what he has seen.  The next day Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where 
the computer is kept secret so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men 
arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown 
Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future generations in 
computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.    
SILVER, JOSEPH  A.C.E. - Post Production Supervisor for “The Legacy” 
STRIEPEKE, DAN - Makeup Artist for “The Legacy” 
SULPHURIC ACID  - Inside the Oakland Science Institute the computer with the projected hologram ends in the middle of its 
message and Galen, Virdon and Burke go looking for ways to repower it.   Virdon states that there is probably zink in the 
power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up 
again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery 
to power the computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur 
Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon 
says they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices 
six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke 
who appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape 
with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree 
to meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Later Burke and 
Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.  Later 
Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.  Galen goes to touch 
the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day but Burke warns him to stay away. Burke succeeds in 
creating his battery and has power for the computer to get the message.   
SUM OF ALL KNOWLEDGE, THE - Chapter 12 on DVD for "The Legacy"             
TELEVISION CODE - code approved for “The Legacy” with logo given in final credits 
THERE WAS A TIME - Chapter 8 on DVD for "The Legacy"       
TOMAR - Male human now dead - former mate of Arn.  Brother of Derlin.  He lived with Arn at Derlin’s farm outside of what 
was once Oakland City.  The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The gorilla says she 
was the woman of Tomar the rebel.    Later Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 
20th century.  Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  
Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.  Later Arn tells Virdon when she first met Tomar 
he lived on a farm with his brother Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Eventually Galen, Virdon and Burke escape from 
Oakland City and take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live with Tomar.  Virdon, Burke and Galen make 
their way off and leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
TRACK FOUR - The computer’s hologram image at the Oakland Science Institute tells that information is kept at the Lower 
Level of the Midtown Railway Station.  The gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world information is kept for 
future generations in computers.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g orillas race 
towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.  Burke turns 
on the main computer at the Railway Station.  Galen is in awe.  Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the 
Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and 
his men arrive.  Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers 
working in the Railway Station..  Urko wants to keep the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so 
they set everything on fire to destroy it all.  A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city  
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX - Opening credits show 20th Century Fox logo, Copyright holder for "The Legacy” All Rights 
Reserved 
OCTOBER 11 th 1974 - Original air date on TV of “The Legacy” 
URKO, General  - Chief of Security, male gorilla, works with Zaius.   He is on a personal manhunt for the 2 astronauts Virdon 
and Burke and renegade chimp Galen.   Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills and take a stop to talk 
about how Galen’s life has changed since they started traveling together as renegades and how they are now being hunted 
by General Urko.   Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes headquarters in Oakland 
City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the location of the other 
renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground.  Later on Dr. Zaius and General Urko are 
sitting discussing Virdon.  Urko says he will beat or kill Virdon if necessary.  Zaius mentions the High Council and states that 
killing Virdon will achieve nothing if the other renegades continue to spread the message that could cause unrest with the 
other humans.  The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The gorilla says she was the 
woman of Tomar the rebel.    Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th century.  
Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  Zaius knows 
Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.  Later that day red flags are hanging with pictures of a gorilla 
head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and Zaius are.  Urko says he will go and hunt for Galen and 



 

 

Burke.  The next day six gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking for Burke and Galen.  
Soon afterwards General Urko tells Dr. Zaius that nothing was found in the Institute.  Zaius takes him back to look again.  
General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards make their way towards Oakland City Institute.   Virdon unburies the rubble 
of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen to the computers message.  Before he 
gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells 
them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the location where world information is 
kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer 
begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g orillas race towards.  Kraik 
takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.  Urko, Zaius and the gorilla 
soldiers ride quickly through the city past various starving humans.  Knowledge - death and destruction is the comment 
made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the Railway Station.  Urko wants to keep the information 
and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set everything on fire to destroy it all.   A huge explosion goes off 
and the renegades make their way out of the city. 
VIRDON, Alan - older astronaut, blonde hair, white male, one of 2 human astronauts.  He travels with astronaut Burke and 
renegade chimp Galen.    Galen, Virdon and Burke are wandering through the hills and take a stop to talk about how Galen’s 
life has changed since they started traveling together as renegades and how they are now being hunted by General Urko. 
They stop for a quick rest panting tired from traveling and stop to have water.   They continue to make their way to the top of 
a hill to look around. They see the ruins of an old city which turns out to be Oakland City.  Galen, Virdon and Burke make 
their way into the city which appears to be deserted and full of ruins.  A small barking dog follows them down a main street 
full of rubble.  An old man that does not speak comes out of the building - he appears to be scared of them.  A female girl 
also makes her way into a building behind them.  The sound of horses is heard and the 3 renegades, Galen, Virdon and 
Burke, run for cover as four gorilla soldiers on horse back make their way down the city street.  They hide until the horses 
pass by.    They wonder what this city use to be and  they make their way to find the doors of a huge building which they 
think was a Colloseum (an arena where humans were forced to fight animals).  The sign on the building says it is the 
Oakland Science Institute.  This was a place that prior to the Nuclear Holocaust in the 20th Century, the scientists had 
predicted that humanity was on the verge of a dark age and collected and stored the sum total of human knowledge in 
various vaults such as this institute and other places around the world.    Inside the Oakland Science Institute they find more 
rubble but notice a wall buried behind a bunch of rocks so they pull away the rocks and debris to unbury a vaulted room.  
Virdon turns a wheel that opens the room and the door opens upwards.  Then they are able walk in to the room and find a 
large vintage old computer.  They do not recognize what it is but it has numerous buttons on it and Virdon starts to push 
buttons to see if he can make it turn on.  One control turns on a projection of a hologram person which is projected across 
the room.   The projection is of an elderly scientist in a white outfit who gives a speech about how his fellow scientists have 
kept the worlds information in vaults around the world.  The hologram person states that “The vault is in bedded in concrete 
on the lower level of ?”   The location is unknown as the hologram stops speaking right at that moment.   They start to worry 
and try to find power to get the machine to continue presenting its message.  Galen thinks its magic and is amazed by what 
he has seen.  Virdon states that there is probably zink in the power unit and thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a 
container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up again.   Galen, Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through 
rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery to power the computer.  They gather some wooden 
boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the 
right temperature  with water and oxygen  you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says they will melt down the copper they found 
and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices six gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way 
through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke who appear to be too well fed and appear to 
be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape with them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly 
start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree to meet back at the Oakland Science 
Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  As they start to run away a gorilla shoots once at 
Burke.  Virdon runs around the corner but trips and twists his ankle.  A young boy named Kraik watches Virdon running.  
Virdon comes around a corner and hides under a staircase where a female named Arn is already hiding.  Arn panics when 
Virdon comes near her.   The boy Kraik runs out and talks to two gorilla soldiers and offers to tell them information if they will 
give him two days worth of food as all the humans in the city are starving.   Another gorilla soldier comes around the corner 
and catches Virdon hiding with Arn.  The soldiers take the two of them away for questioning.  Kraik finds an apple the gorilla 
soldier dropped and frantically eats it as he is starved.   Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is 
the Apes headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on 
the location of the other renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground.   Dr. Zaius and 
General Urko are sitting discussing Virdon.  Urko says he will beat or kill Virdon if necessary.  Zaius mentions the High 
Council and states that killing Virdon will achieve nothing if the other renegades continue to spread the message that could 
cause unrest with the other humans.  Virdon is taken by gorilla soldiers to a building with caged doors.  They leave him 
alone.  He looks around to see if he can get out.  He notices he is imprisoned with the boy and the woman both sitting there 
silent.  He runs over to the woman Arn to see if she is ok.  Virdon asks the boy Kraik and woman Arn why they are being 
held captive.   They are kept in a building that looks like a castle which Virdon says was built on Oil money by a rich man 
who wanted to live like a 16th century Baron.  Virdon notices bars on the windows so they can’t escape.  He works on 
yanking one of the bars until it finally comes loose enough to bend open.  A gorilla soldier notices him and shoots at him.  
The gorilla had easy aim yet missed so Virdon realizes he is being kept as bait in a trip to lure in Burke and Galen.  Dr. Zaius 
holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken back in the 20th century.  Zaius states to Urko that he has studied 
humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family situations.  Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things they could 
never drag out of him.   Virdon introduces himself to the boy Kraik officially.  Virdon is sitting at a fire he built.  He teaches 
Kraik the meaning of the handshake.  Kraik tells Virdon he has no family.  The woman Arn finds food that Kraik tries to take 
but Virdon teaches him to save some of it for another day.  With a pot they work on sorting and cooking food.  Virdon sits 
with Arn and Kraik and they all eat the stew they made.  Kraik questions Virdon about the location of his friends Galen and 
Burke.  Kraik comes to watch Virdon building an airplane out of wood.  Virdon explained how in the past many people would 
fly and people were better off back then than now.  Virdon goes and sits with Arn.  Virdon makes a pouch for Kraik.  Virdon 



 

 

asks Kraik to go find firewood and Arn questions Virdon about whether his stories are true.  Virdon tells Kraik there is a 
machine in the Institute that can help them.  Arn tells Virdon when she first met Tomar he lived on a farm with his brother 
Derlin.  It was a beautiful place.   Virdon notices the airplane he built is missing and goes to ask Kraik for it.  Kraik throws 
down the plane and says “I hate you” to Virdon.   Kraik goes to see the gorilla soldier to collect a reward for information he 
got about Virdon.  Kraik comes back to the castle where Arn and Virdon are kept prisoners.  He picks up the airplane and 
Arn tells him that it was made special for him by Virdon.   Kraik apologizes to Virdon and tells him he knows a way out of the 
castle where they are held prisoners.  Kraik goes back to the gorilla soldier and makes up a story about a gun that Virdon 
had.  Virdon jumps out the window onto the gorilla guard and they wrestle.   Virdon succeeds and helps Arn escape.  Kraik, 
Virdon and Arn make their getaway.   Virdon, Kraik and Arn make their way from a manhole in the middle of the street back 
to the Oakland City Institute.  Virdon unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so 
they can listen to the computers message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer 
and turns it on.   A message starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track 
Number Four is the location where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it 
“witchcraft” when the hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which 
Urko, Zaius and the g orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the 
manhole in the street.   Track 4 - is the name of the sign found as Virdon enters the Railroad Station with Arn and Kraik.  
Along with Galen and Burke the five of them escape the railway station before Urko and his men arrive.   A huge explosion 
goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city and take Arn and Kraik to Derlin’s farm where she used to live 
with Tomar.  Virdon, Burke and Galen make their way off and leave Arn and Kraik at the farm. 
WALLACE, ART - Writer for “The Legacy” 
WITCHCRAFT - One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the hologram from the Oakland Science Institute computer 
begins to speak and project an image of a human talking scientist who speaks of the Railway Station is a long narrow 
building which Urko, Zaius and the gorillas race towards.   
ZAIUS, DR. - Head of the High Council in Ape City, Orangutan.  Works with General Urko on the hunt to find the three 
renegades Galen, Virdon and Burke.   Dr. Zaius and General Urko make their way into a building which is the Apes 
headquarters in Oakland City.  Inside they find Virdon being kept captive by gorilla soldiers.  Urko questions him on the 
location of the other renegades Burke and Galen.   Urko gets angry and kicks Virdon to the ground.  Later on Dr. Zaius and 
General Urko are sitting discussing Virdon.  Urko says he will beat or kill Virdon if necessary.  Zaius mentions the High 
Council and states that killing Virdon will achieve nothing if the other renegades continue to spread the message that could 
cause unrest with the other humans.  The woman Arn is brought in for questioning by General Urko and Dr. Zaius.  The 
gorilla says she was the woman of Tomar the rebel.    Dr. Zaius holds a photograph of Virdon and his wife and child taken 
back in the 20th century.  Zaius states to Urko that he has studied humans and found they are extremely vulnerable in family 
situations.  Zaius knows Virdon will tell the boy things they could never drag out of him.  Later that day red flags are hanging 
with pictures of a gorilla head on it in front of the Army headquarters building where Urko and Zaius are.  Urko says he will 
go and hunt for Galen and Burke.  The next day six gorilla soldiers with General Urko enter the Oakland City Institute looking 
for Burke and Galen.  Soon afterwards General Urko tells Dr. Zaius that nothing was found in the Institute.  Zaius takes him 
back to look again.  General Urko, Dr Zaius and many gorilla guards make their way towards Oakland City Institute.   Virdon 
unburies the rubble of rocks again from the room where the computer is kept secret so they can listen to the computers 
message.  Before he gets the message Urko and his men arrive.  Zaius sees the computer and turns it on.   A message 
starts to play that tells them Lower Level of the Midtown Railway Station gateway to Track Number Four is the location 
where world information is kept for future generations in computers.   One gorilla soldier calls it “witchcraft” when the 
hologram from the computer begins to speak.   The Railway Station is a long narrow building which Urko, Zaius and the g 
orillas race towards.  Kraik takes Virdon and Arn on a shortcut to the railway station back through the manhole in the street.  
Urko, Zaius and the gorilla soldiers ride quickly through the city past various starving humans.  Knowledge - death and 
destruction is the comment made by Dr. Zaius as they find the massive computers working in the Railway Station.  Urko 
wants to keep the information and power for himself but Zaius talks him out of it so they set everything on fire to destroy it 
all.   A huge explosion goes off and the renegades make their way out of the city. 
ZINK - Inside the Oakland Science Institute the computer with the projected hologram ends in the middle of its message and 
Galen, Virdon and Burke go looking for ways to repower it.   Virdon states that there is probably zink in the power unit and 
thinks that copper plumbing pipe and a container and Sulphuric acid might get the computer powered up again.   Galen, 
Virdon and Burke go on a hunt through rubble in the city to find the ingredients they need to create a battery to power the 
computer.  They gather some wooden boards and Burke states that if they burn it the fumes will create Sulphur Dioxide.  
Burke tells Galen that if you blend it at the right temperature with water and oxygen you get Sulphuric acid.   Virdon says 
they will melt down the copper they found and form a base conductor and they might create a battery.  Galen notices six 
gorilla soldiers on foot walking this way through the city street .  The gorillas notice the two humans Virdon and Burke who 
appear to be too well fed and appear to be different than the other humans in the city.  They also notice there is an ape with 
them.  Galen, Virdon and Burke slowly start to walk away with the tools and ingredients they have found.   They agree to 
meet back at the Oakland Science Institute.   Virdon says “Just get the projector rolling and find the film”.  Later Burke and 
Galen reunite.  Burke states they must wait 24 hours while Burke works on building the battery to power the computer.  Later 
Burke is working on hooking the battery to the computer and Galen warns him of gorillas on the way.    Galen goes to touch 
the sulphuric acid brewing in a pot that Burke worked on all day but Burke warns him to stay away.   Burke succeeds in 
creating his battery and has power for the computer to get the message.  
 






